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SUMMARY 
Numerical procedures are described for calculating r ea l  fluid properties of normal 
or parahydrogen. 
tial estimates. When physical conditions are known, engineering estimates of density 
may be included for additional speed in calculation. 
Each of the procedures is designed to calculate a specified function of one or two in- 
put parameters.  Independent variables consist of the combinations temperature-density, 
pressure-density, temperature- pressure,  enthalpy- pres  sur  e, or entropy- pressure.  
Ideal and saturation properties may also be calculated as functions of either temperature 
or pressure.  
The program is written in separate modules that can be modified easily in the future 
to  include new data. These modules can be used as a subset of functions when computer 
space is not available for the entire l ibrary in complex programs. 
The discussion includes techniques used, resolution of inherent physical and mathe- 
matical problems, and consistency of resul ts  based on National Bureau of Standards 
data. Computer t ime and storage estimates a r e  given with a manual of instructions for 
the programmer. A listing of the program is included as used in the l ibrary of functions 
at the Lewis Research Center. 
The l ibrary of single function calls can be used efficiently without ini- 
INTRODUCTION 
Present  research effort in advanced propulsion systems involves the use  of molecu- 
lar hydrogen as both a propellant and a coolant. The performance analysis of such sys- 
t ems  as regeneratively cooled rocket engines requires accurate knowledge of transport  
and thermodynamic properties in both the liquid and the vapor phase. 
Several methods have been published (refs. 1 to  4) for specific applications such as 
theoretical analysis (ref. 3) or  table computation (ref. 4). In the procedures used in ref- 
erence 3, close initial estimates a r e  important for convergence. These predictions can 
be difficult for a user to  furnish, and an incorrect estimate can cause the calculation to 
go out of bounds or iterate indefinitely. In tabular methods (ref. 4), inconsistencies re- 
sult from interpolations across  phase boundaries. Multiple function calls used in refer- 
ence 4 for increased speed are not in a form suitable for writing complex engineering ex- 
pressions where single functions are designated as parameters. 
In reference 2 the correlations proposed for recent National Bureau of Standards 
(NBS) tables are extremely difficult to program and require more computer storage than 
is available when library systems a r e  used. The equation of state proposed in refer- 
ence 1 by NBS provides a high degree of consistency except in the critical region and for 
temperatures above 400' K. With modifications and additions in these areas, this equa- 
tion of state can be used effectively. Related correlations from references l, 2, 5, and 
6 were incorporated in the procedures described in the present report. 
The library of functions presented by the authors is currently in general use at the 
Lewis Research Center for normal or parahydrogen, as required in actual use. The tem- 
perature ranges from 14' to 1500' K, and the pressure ranges from 0. 1 to 340 atmos- 
pheres (approximately 0. lXl0 to 340x10 N/m ). Typical results for all functions ex- 
cept specific heat give a consistency of the order of 0.02 to 0.05 percent in comparison 
with tabulated NBS data. 
The method used herein follows systems programming practice to simplify effort for 
the user.  A single function is specified, and no initial estimate is required. 
boundaries a re  automatically defined in all the procedures. The library is in the form of 
separate modules that can be updated as new data are obtained. 
library. Instructions for  use of the functions a r e  given in appendix A.  Although the user  
merely needs to specify the functions as listed in actual application, the report is written 
to  provide the scientific programmer with equations and derivations for reference pur- 
poses. For those interested in programming techniques and the solution of the physical 
problems, these details of the system are developed. The FORTRAN IV program listing 
in appendix B gives further details for a closer examination and provides coefficients and 
constants that a r e  not in the text. 
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Phase 
This report presents all pertinent material used in developing the programs of the 
SYMBOLS 
A, B, C, D, F constants 
sonic velocity 






















specific heat of saturated liquid 
specific heat at constant volume 
enthalpy 
thermal conductivity coefficient 
m ol ecular weight 
pres  sure  




cri t ical  temperature, 32.984' K 
volume 
compressibility factor, P/pRT 
specific heat ratio, C /Cv 
shear  coefficient viscosity 
density 
cri t ical  density, 0.0152672 (g)(mole)/cm3; 30.7744 kg/m3 
defined by eq. (3) 
P 
Subscripts: 
c r i t  cri t ical  value 
c s  program constant 
h high 




0 base line reference 
sat saturated line 
sz saturated liquid 
3 
I 
sv  saturated vapor 
x mixture under vapor dome 
PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE-DENSITY PROCEDURES 
Basic Equations 
Equations of state a r e  used to represent the basic physical relation among density, 
A modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state (ref. 1) is used for temperatures 
pressure,  and temperature. 
up to and including 400' K: 
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The coefficients a1 to a17 are specified in two groups for regions designated as 
For temperatures above 400' K, a high-temperature equation of state from refer-  
either vapor o r  liquid. 
ence 5 is used: 
Combinations of temperature and density identify the two regions. 
(2) 
where 
- 5/4 B(T) = BIT -'I4 + B,T-3/4 + B3T 
and 
C(T) = C1T-3/2 + C2T-2 
Equations derived from reference 1 are used to evaluate the two-phase region. 
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Equations (3) and (4) define the liquid boundary: 






The saturated vapor boundary is defined as the values of density at the intersection of 
An ideal gas is defined as one that isotherms (eq. (1)) with saturation pressure (eq. (3)). 
is described by the perfect gas law, where P = RpT, but has a temperature-dependent 
specific heat. 
Region Determination and Initialization 
All property evaluations involving equations of state must be preceded by a region- 
finding process to determine which equation of state applies. The region-finding process 
also provides additional information required to initialize iterations and to specify bound- 
a ry  values. These regions are described in the diagrams of figure 1. 
Since all state equations used give pressure as a function of temperature and density, 
the combination of temperature and density as independent variables directly determines 
the region. For the cases  where independent variables are pressure and density, or 
pressure and temperature, indirect methods of region determination have to be made. 
These implicit determinations depend on the property that both derivatives (aP/aT) 




The procedures for  evaluating the pressure-density-temperature surface are pro- 
grammed in the form 
Pb, T) pressure 
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T(P, p) temperature 
p(T, P) density 
The evaluation of pressure is a direct  substitution of the values of density and tempera- 
t u re  in the appropriate state equation. 
in which a sequence of trial values is generated by a Newton type iteration: 
Temperature and density procedures involve a method of successive approximations 
Tn+l = Tn - 
(Tn, P) 
aT 
Indicated partial derivatives are formal evaluations of derivatives of the state equation 
applicable for the region. 
particular function and its derivatives in each region of interest. This technique prevents 
values from exceeding the range indicated by the region finding process and guarantees 
convergence. 
The values of i terants a r e  governed by algorithms that recognize the behavior of the 
Cr i t i ca l  Region Calcu lat ions 
In the vicinity of the critical region, the density calculation is extremely unstable. 
Large e r r o r s  occurred in calculating functions and derivatives of the equation of state. 
To  eliminate this problem, an empirical correlation was substituted. Two sets of density 
values pL and ph were f i t  empirically for isotherms in the temperature range between 
32. 5' and 35' K. The variation of density with pressure in this region was then de- 
scribed by an interpolation formula. The cr i ter ia  used to isolate the region are symbol- 
ically shown in figure 2. 
lows : 
The resulting representation used for the density procedure is summarized as fol- 
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For 32. 5 < T < TCrit: 
For TCrit I T < 35' K: 
State equation (1) is used to calculate the values P(D , T) and Pbh, T) with the use of 
I? 
liquid or  vapor coefficients as indicated. 
the vapor-liquid dome to avoid numerical difficulties and er rors .  
The result of this technique is a distortion of 
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROCEDURES 
Functions of Temperature and Pressure 
The first group of four procedures for thermodynamic and transport properties is 
programmed in the form generally used in data reduction. 
the given parameters: 
Pressure and temperature are 
H(P, T) enthalpy 
S(P, T) entropy 
CP(P,T) 
IJ- (P, T) viscosity, also includes thermal conductivity K 
specific heat, also includes Cv and Co 
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In each of these procedures, density p(P, T) is first calculated, which automatically 
identifies the region. Then the property is calculated by combining a function of temper- 
ature only with an isothermal deviation term. 
tion te rm reflects the r ea l  gas effects, and it is represented by either functions of the ap- 
propriate state equation or other empirical correlations. These relations are summa- 
rized as follows: 
(See appendix C for details. ) The devia- 
c = c v +  
P 
c =  
0 
All derivatives and integrals in these equations are evaluated in closed form from the 
equations of state. 
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Functions of Pressure and Enthalpy or Entropy 
Two procedures for calculating temperature and density for a given value of pressure 
Since the equations of state a r e  represented as explicit functions of p ,  T, it is pos- 
with enthalpy or entropy are of the form T(P, H) and T(P, S). 
sible to express H o r  S as a function of the same two parameters. These calculations 
involve simultaneous solution of two nonlinear equations. To  guarantee a convergent se- 
quence, the problem was linearized. A sequence of temperatures is generated with the 
use of a one-dimensional Newton type iterative scheme. An intermediate calculation of 
density is performed for each temperature and pressure.  Initial values of temperature 
are chosen through an algorithm that avoids crossing region boundaries. Infinite loops in 
the computation are thus avoided for the intermediate iterates. 
The initial region calculation in this case may determine that the state point (H, P) o r  
(S, P) l ies within the two-phase region. When this occurs, the problem is reduced to  cal- 
culating the saturation temperature corresponding to the given pressure. The density for 
the mixture region is then calculated from the following equations that represent an aver- 




[ x p s l  + (1 - X)Psv1 
where 
- Hsz 
Hsv - Hsz 
x =  
or  
- %z 
ssv - ssz 
X =  
Functions of One Parameter 
To facilitate the programming of data reduction problems in which only one param- 
eter  can be measured and a given phase value of the fluid is to be assumed (such as sat- 
urated liquid, saturated vapor, mixture quality, etc. , ), procedures are included to cal- 
culate saturated or ideal values of the following properties as functions of temperature: 
Psat(T) is given by equation (3), psz(T) by equation (4), psv(T) occurs at the intersection 
of equations (1) and (3), 
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5 2 where Sid(To) is evaluated at a pressure of 1 atmosphere (l .Olxl0 N/m ) 
where 
m 
C (T) = C P, id (T) - R + dpsv (>) dp 
T vsv 
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where Cv@,, T) is heat capacity at constant density, as tabulated in reference 2, and - 
p1 = 0.037821 gram-mole per cubic centimeter (or 76.237 kg/mY). The quantities C 
PSI 
or C and Co a r e  calculated with the use of relations summarized for functions of-. 
PSV 
temperature and pressure.  However, caution must be exercised in the  use of C and 
Co at the saturation line, because the values returned are calculated as limits as the 
density approaches saturation but do not reflect the physical fact that the actual value of 
the property may become unbounded at the onset of cavitation or two-phase flow. 
In addition to the given functions of temperature, a procedure is included for calcula- 
tion of saturation temperature based on an input pressure. 
The quantity Tsat(P) is obtained by an iterative calculation based on an empirical 
equation from reference 3: 
P 
where 
EFFECT OF COMPOSITION ON PROPERTIES OF NORMAL OR PARAHYDROGEN 
The primary use  of the l ibrary of property functions is for parahydrogen composition. 
An option is included for normal hydrogen composition in the vapor region in the proce- 
dures  for enthalpy, entropy, specific heat, and transport properties. When the composi- 
tion is 75-percent orthohydrogen and 2 5-percent parahydrogen, the gas is considered to  
be in the normal mode. In the liquid region, the presence of normal composition would 
be extremely r a r e  in actual application and is not considered. 
orthopara percentage. State equations, real gas deviation, and excess function can be 
treated as independent of the effect of composition. However, the major difference in 
property values is in the base line or ideal gas value. In the procedures for enthalpy, 
entropy, and specific heat, provision is made to  calculate the base effects for either nor- 
The pressure-density-temperature surface for hydrogen is nearly independent of 
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mal or paracomposition as designated by the user.  
The effect of composition on transport properties is significant only in thermal con- 
ductivity. The proper value of the ideal gas specific heat is used to reflect the difference 
in composition between normal and para. In the viscosity function, the effect is not sig- 
nificant but the programming of the two functions is related in the procedure call, and the 
option is used for normal or  para. 
Liquid hydrogen is considered to  be equivalent to para  in the research applications in 
heat transfer for which the functions are used. However, a relatively good estimate of 
liquid-hydrogen normal functions can be derived by correcting values for parahydrogen 
by the difference in ideal gas values. The l ibrary of functions includes ideal gas proper- 
ties for this purpose and for other uses. 
USE OF PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 
Consistency and Val id i ty of Results 
Error analysis is considered in two categories. The first is internal consistency 
within the group of functions, and the second is comparison of resul ts  with reference 
values o r  source data. 
portant in the experimental and analytical computations. Misleading physical resul ts  
must be prevented, such as an isobaric increase of enthalpy indicating a temperature 
drop or density rise. The mathematical consistency among the related functions and 
their inverses is kept to within approximately 0. 1 percent. Slightly larger e r r o r s  occur 
near the critical pressure-temperature point that must be recognized in any application. 
Certain tolerances are also used at the saturated liquid boundaries for mathematical rea-  
sons. 
Comparison of resul ts  obtained for pressure-density-temperature relations with ref- 
erences 2, 5, 7, and 8 shows agreement to  within approximately 0.02 percent for all re- 
gions except critical. The e r r o r  of approximation compares with the experimental ac- 
curacy represented in the available sources of data. In some functions, such as enthalpy 
and entropy, the agreement within the published sources var ies  slightly because of refer-  
ence conditions. The specific-heat function is uncertain in the saturated region, and near 
the critical point it becomes unbounded. This function changes rapidly at other low pres- 
sures,  as shown in figure 3. However, overall resul ts  compare well at  all points, except 
the critical region, with e r r o r s  within 0. 5 to 2 .0  percent. 
The agreement for transport properties is completely consistent with recent informa- 
tion (refs. 3, 6, 9, and 10) and the same mathematical method is used with identical em- 
pirical relations. However, the validity of referenced correlations for viscosity and 
Physical and mathematical consistency is considered most im- 
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thermal conductivity is not definitely established at present. Computer-generated plots 
of the properties of parahydrogen as represented in this report  a r e  included in figures 3 
t o  8. 
Execution Time for  Func t ion  Cal ls 
For programming applications, the average time estimate for each function call  in- 
volving state equations and iteration is at the rate of approximately 200 per second. Cal- 
culation speed can be increased by a factor of 3 to  4 when close estimates of density are 
furnished in any function of temperature and pressure. Successive calculations of func- 
tions in which there  a r e  only small  variations in density also automatically provide in- 
creased speed. When density is calculated along with another function, it is also pro- 
vided as a secondary result  in common. Other related functions are also grouped that 
can be computed simultaneously, such as viscosity-conductivity, o r  a combination of spe- 
cific heats C 
P 
Explicit functions, such as pressure in state equations, o r  saturated region relations 
and ideal functions, a r e  calculated at a rate of several  thousand per second. 
and Cv, and sonic velocity c,. 
Programming Use of L ibrary  of Funct ions 
The list of function calls with instructions for programming is given in appendix A. 
The prefix identifying the l ibrary represents the system of units being used. The letters 
BW refer  to the internal l ibrary units corresponding to the Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation 
of state (eq. (l)), which is in the calorie-gram-centimeter system. The particular func- 
tion is specified by a number according to the listed parameters given. 
call. The prefix BI is used for input-output in the SI system. The function number is 
also modified to  indicate that the composition of the hydrogen is normal ra ther  than para- 
hydrogen. 
For input and output in British thermal units, the prefix BT is used in the function 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The procedures presented have been applied at the Lewis Research Center effectively 
in various experimental and theoretical research projects. The applications included 
large programs, such as convective cooling analysis, reduction of data from nuclear en- 
gine simulations, rocket engine design and performance calculations, and correlations for 
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experiments with pressurized tank storage and pumping of hydrogen. 
Evaluations of performance parameters have been made efficiently and smoothly 
proving the consistency and versatility of the functions used. In comparison with National 
Bureau of Standards tables, the properties calculated were more consistent than those ob- 
tained with the use of other methods. Improvements were made especially in the critical 
region and in the liquid-vapor phase boundary definition. 
The techniques originated by the authors provide solutions for similar problems that 
would be encountered in applying state equations for properties of other fluids. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, September 13, 1967, 
12 5- 2 3- 02 - 10-22. 
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APPENDIX A 
BW(1, T, P) 
BW(2, T, P) 
BW(3, T, P) 
BW(4, H, P) 
BW(5, S, P) 
BW(6, T, P) 
BW(7, T, P) 
BW(8, T, D) 
BW(9, D, P) 
BW(10, T, 0) 
BW(11, P, 0) 
BW(12, T, 0) 
BW(13, T, 0) 
BW(14, T, 0) 
BW(15, T, 0) 
BW(16, T, 0) 
BW(17, T, 0) 
BW(18, T, 0) 
BW(19, T, 0) 
BW(20, T, 0) 
BW(21,T, 0) 
BW(22, T, 0) 






Specific heat, C P  
Viscosity, p ,  x10 
Pressure ,  P 
Temperature, T 
(Saturation pressure,  P 
Saturation temperature, T 
Density of saturated liquid 
Density of saturated vapor 
Specific heat of ideal gas  
Specific heat of saturated liquid 
Specific heat of saturated vapor 
Enthalpy of ideal gas  
Enthalpy of saturated liquid 
Enthalpy of saturated vapor 
Entropy of ideal gas 
Entropy of saturated liquid 
Entropy of saturated vapor 
4 
Ca I I i ng Sequence 
The programming function call  is written in the form of either BW(N, P1, P2), 
BT(N, P1, P2), or BI(N, P1, P2). The prefix designates which system of units is to be 
used in the conversion: BW is used for cgs units (calorie-gram-centimeter-second) sys- 
tem, BT is used for British thermal units system, and BI is used for  the SI system. 
eters P1 and P2 are input combinations depending on N, as shown in table I. 
The integer N specifies which thermodynamic property is to  be computed. Param- 
Related output is also given in NAMED COMMON from certain procedures. 
TABLE I. - VALUES O F  Na FOR SELECTION O F  THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY 
[For  British thermal units, u se  prefix BT in place of BW; for SI units, use prefix BI.1 
Function Designated function 
BWX BWD 
Related output 
BWCVGL 3WCOND I BWCO 








Specific heat at con- 








Physical  Un i ts  
T OK 
D g/cc 
H c a l k  
S cal/(g) (OK) 
cP cal/(g) (OK) 
Cv cal/(g) (OK) 
CO cm/sec 
P g/(cm)(sec) or P X I O ~  
K [cal/(cm) ( ~ e c ) ( ~ K ) ] x l O ~  
X Liquid (-l), vapor (Z), or 
P atm 
liquid-vapor mixture (0- 1) 








B W ( W  (OR) 
ft/sec 













[ J / ( m ) ( ~ e c ) ( ~ K ) ] x l O ~  
[(N)(sec)/sq m]xlO 4 
-----------------_ 
In the liquid-vapor two-phase region, x.is equal to the quality of the fluid. 
Applicable Range of Val id i ty  
The range for which the function calls are valid can be summarized in t e rms  of tem- 
perature and pressure approximately as follows : 
Temperature : 
OK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14to1500 
OR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25to2700 
atm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.1 to 340 
psi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 t o 5 0 0 0  
N/m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 000 to 340x10 
Pressure  : 
2' 5 
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Intermediate Results in NAMED COMMON 
Depending on the choice of N, the following properties result  in common: 
BTX, BWX, or B E  quality or  region 
BTD, BWD, or BID density 
BTCVGL, BWCVGL, BICVGL specific heat at constant volume 
BTCOND, BWCOND, BICOND thermal conductivity 
BTCO, BWCO, o r  BICO sonic velocity 
NAMED COMMON is required in the main program whenever any of this related out- 
put is to  be used, and is declared in double precision as follows: 
COMMON/BWDXCK/BWD, BWX, BWCVGL, BWCOND 
COMMON/BTDXCK/BTD, BTX, BTCVGL, BTCOND, BTCO 
COMMON/BWSONV/BWCO 
COMMON/BIDXCK/BID, B E ,  BICVGL, BICOND, BICO 
DOUBLE PRECISION BTD, BTX, BTCVGL, BTCOND, BTCO 
DOUBLE PRECISION BWD, BWX, BWCVGL, BWCOND, BWCO 
DOUBLE PRECISION BID, B E ,  BICVGL, BICOND, BICO 
Normal Hydrogen 
For properties of normal hydrogen, the value of N given in table I is replaced by 
N + 200 in all cases  where the region is applicable as vapor. If the programmer speci- 
fies normal hydrogen in the function call, the value returned when the region is not found 
to  be vapor will be for parahydrogen composition. 
Satura t ion  Condit ions 
If saturation conditions are determined to  exist where pressure  and temperature are 
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the independent variables, the results returned a r e  those corresponding to saturated lis- 
uid conditions. 
Spec ia I P r ope r t i e s 
In any function that uses  temperature and pressure as independent variables, an en- 
gineering estimate of density may be provided. This value is put in BWD, BTD, or BID 
depending on the system of units used. 
For example, 
in computing the free energy H - TS given P and T, the programmer writes 
In general, a single result  is returned as the value of an expression. 
F = BW(2, T, P) - T X BW(3, T, P) 
In this case, the intermediate results H = BW(2, T, P) and S = BW(3, T, P) are not auto- 
matically stored. 
Computer Storage Req u i r e  me n t s 




Grouping of Related Modules 
Group (1) BW program used for cgs function calls 
Group (2) Basic P, p ,  T group (requires module of group 1): 
BWDENS, BWBLOK, LIQUID, VAPOR, 
PK, PPK, COEF, BWPSAT, BWROSV, 
ROKSL, BWTSAT, DPDT, BWTEMP, BWPRES 
Group (3) Thermodynamic group of H, S, C 
and 2): 
functions (requires modules of groups 1 
P 
PARALO, PARAHI, NORMLO, NORMHI, COEFID, 
BWCPIG, BWHIDG, BWSIDG, BWSSTL, BWHSTL, 
BWSSV, SKSL, BWSSL, HKSV, HKSL, SKSV, 
HDEV, BWHSV, BWHSL, SDEV, BWENHY, 
BWERPY, BWTOFH, BWTOFS, BWFD2, BWCPGL 
Group (4) Transport properties p ,  K for all temperatures and high-temperature func- 
tions P, p ,  T, H, S, C C,, Co (requires modules of groups 1, 2, and 3): P' 
BWVISC, HTCPIG, HTHIDG, HTSIDG, HTHDEV, 
HTENHY, HTSDEV, HTERPY, HTTOFS, HTDPDT, 
HTDENS, HTFD2, HTTOFH, HTCPGL, HTTMP, HTPKS 
Group (5) BT program used for British thermal units function calls (optional) 
Group (6) BI program used for SI units function calls (optional) 
Group (7) Function NTAG (optional for omitting tagged data check) 
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FORTRAN IV  Program Listing For Library of Functions 
B I B F T C  BW D E C K  
C S U B P R O G R A M  I J S E D  F U R  A L L  P R O P E R T I E S  I N  BW U N I T S  ( C G S )  S Y S T E M  
C F U R  P A R A H Y D R O G E N  N = l  - 22 OR N O K M A L  t i Y O R U G E N  N = Z C l - 2 2 2  
C I N  C A L O R I E S - G R A M - S E C U N D  S Y S T E M .  Pz.1 - 340 A T M  
C T E M P E R A T U R E S  14 T O  1500 DEG K E L V I N  
FL lNCT I O N  
C O M M O N / F I X E D / M O D E I I T E R S  
814 ( ‘ U T  P l y  P 2  1 
c OMMON B w oxc  K B w D , B ~ . l  x , B IAC v G L , B w c u rd D 
C UI*MUN / 6 \.IS O N  V / B W C 0 
U O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  BWCO 
Ci l lDE = N / 1 0 0  
T 400 =400. 
M= N - l O O e M O D E  
Hbl= P l + P 2  
I F  ( N T A G ( H W ) . N E . O )  GO T O  3 3 3  
GOTU ( 1 ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 y 5 ~ 6 ~ 7 ~ 8 ~ 9 ~ 1 0 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 2 ~ 1 3 ~ 1 4 ~ 1 5 ~ 1 6 ~ 1 7 ~ 1 8 ~ , 1 ~ ~ 2 0 ~ 2 1 ~ 2 2 ~ ~ M  
DOUR L E P R EC I S I ON R W 0 7 R W X 9 E WC V G L B W C OlJD 
333 HWD= BW 
R W X = B I.J 
I F  (M.hlE.6) GU T O  334 
13 WCVGL=B W 
RWCu=BW 
R E T U R N  
3 3 4  I F  (M.NE.7) GO T O  3 3 5  
7 3 5  R E T U R N  
HWCOND=BW 
1 I F ( P 1 . 6 T . T 4 0 0 )  G O  T O  101  
RW= B C I D E N S ( P l , P 2 )  
R E T U R N  
101 BW= H T D E N S ( P 1 , P Z )  
R E T U R N  
BW= B N E N H Y  ( P 1  ,P2 1 
Q E T U R N  
R E T U R N  
BW= BWERPY ( P 1 ,  P 2  1 
R F T U R N  
R E T U R N  
I F ( P 1 . G T . H )  G O  T O  104 
R E T U R N  
R E T U R N  
I F ( P 1 . G T . S )  G O  T O  105 
2 I F ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  G O  T O  1 0 2  
102 BW= H TENHY I P 1  r P 2 )  
3 I k ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO TO 103 
103 BW= H T E K P Y ( P l r P 2 )  
4 H= B’AENHY (400.7 P 2  1 
BW= B W T E F H ( P 1 , P Z )  
104 BbI= H T T O F H ( P 1 , P Z )  
5 S =  B W E R P Y ( 4 0 0 . , P 2 )  
HW= R W T C F S ( P l r P 2 )  
R E T I J R N  
105 Bh!= H T T O F S ( P 1 , P Z )  
R E T U R N  
6 I F ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO TO 106 
BW= B W C P G L ( P l r P 2 )  
106  RW= H T C P G L ( P l y P 2 )  
R E T  IJ R N 
K E T U R N  
7 BW= B W V I S C ( P l , P 2 )  
R E T U R N  
20 
i 
A I F ( P l . G T . T 4 0 O ) G O  T O  108 
B W = R W P R E S ( P l T P 2 )  
R E T U R N  
R E T U R N  
I F ( P 2 . G T . P )  GO T O  109 
R E T U R N  
R E T U R N  
R E  T U R N  
R E T U R N  
R E T U R N  
R E T U R N  
R W =  B W C P I G ( P 1 )  
R E T U R N  
R E T U R N  
1 5  P S A T =  B k P S A T ( P 1 ) + . 0 0 1  
BW= B W C P G L ( P I T P S A T )  
R E T U R N  
16 P S A T =  B W P S A T ( P l ) - . 0 0 1  
108 R W = H T P R E S ( P l , P 2 )  
9 P = B W P R E S ( T ~ O O T P ~ )  
B W = B U T E M P (  P 1  t P 2 )  
109 B W = H T T E M P ( P 1 7 P 2 )  
10 BW= B W P S A T ( P 1 )  
11 BW= B W T S A T ( P 1 )  
1 2  RW= R O K S L ( P 1 ) * 2 . 0 1 5 7  
1 3  RW= B W R D S V ( P 1 )  
14 I F ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO TIJ 114 
114 BW= H T C P I G  ( P 1 )  
BW= B W C P G L ( P 1 , P S A T )  
RETURiV  
H W = B '/I H I I )  G ( P 1 1 
R E T U R N  
117 HI./= H T H I O G ( P 1 1  
R E T U R N  
1 R  RW= f l W H S T L ( P 1 )  
R E T U R N  
19 P S A T =  f l W P S A T ( P 1 ) + . 0 0 1  
BW= B W H S V (  P S A T )  
R E TlJR N 
BW= HWSI ) G ( P l )  
R E T U R N  
1 2 0  RbI= H T S I D G ( P 1 )  
R E T U R N  
2 1  HW= B W S S T L ( P 1 )  
R E T U R N  
2 2  P S A T =  B W P S A T ( P 1 )  
BW= B W S S V  ( P S A T  ) 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
1 7  I F ( P l . S T . T 4 0 0 )  GO T O  117 
2 0  I F ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO TiJ 1 2 0  
B I R F T C  B W D E N S  D E C K  
C C A L C U L A T E S  D E N S I T Y  I N  C.G.S. U N I T S  A S  F U N C T I O N  
C OF T E M P E R 4 T U K E  AND P R E S S U R E .  R E O I J I R E S  t 3 A S I C  M O D I I L E S  PWBLOK,  
C B W P S A T t  V A P O R ?  L I Q U I D T  P K T  P P K t  C f l E F t  ANI1 R D K S L  
D O U H L E  P K t C I S I D N  F I J r I C T I O N  BWOENS ( T h v P 6 )  
COMMON/ F I X 1:1)/ MODE T I T F R S  
C OM MOFI / B kI D XC K / B W D 9 R W X 9 H UlC V G L  T B W C O N  0 
COMMON/ P T D / P  t T  9 D yR[ IK 9 n F L T A  7 X V A L  
C I? I1 ON / WE R K S / WK S 7 W 1 7 W 2 T W 3 7 W4 T S 
21 
C O M M O N / K U N S / T C R I T t P C R I T ~ R O C R I T t T U L ~ D 4 l R  
D O U B L E  
D O U B L E  
C O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  P , T t O t R O K t D E L T A t X V A L  
D O U R L  E 
D I I U H L E  P R E C  I S I O I V  T C R I T t  P C R I T ~ R O C R I T ~ T O L I  D 4 1 R  
P R E C I S  I QIV 
PR EC I S I OM 
T 6 7  P 6 t  HWPSAT,  R O K S L  7 P K t  P P K  
H W D  t BW X 1 B W C V G L  t BWCOND 
i4K S 1 W 1 1 h'2 T W 3 t W4 t s P R  EC I s I O N  
L O G I C A L  E S T D  
E S T D =  .TRUE. 
R O K = B W D / 2 . 0 1 5 7  
R f l I D = P 6 / T 6 / R 2 . 0 8 2  
1 I4KS = R W P S P T  ( T 6 )  
I F  ( T C R I T - T 6 )  2 t l t l  
C A L L  L I Q U I D  
I F  ( W K S  - P 6 )  3,3122 
3 I F  ( P 6  - WKS - .0001) 51414 
4 X V A L  = -1. 
R D U N D L = R O C R I T  + S 
U H OUhI D= . 0 5 
R E S T R =  .05 
I F  ( T 6 . G T . 3 2 . 5 )  GO T O  44 
G O T O  10 
C A L L  C O E F ( T 6 )  
WKS= P K ( R 0 K )  
X V A L  = 0 
G O T O  1 2  
2 C A L L  V A P O R  
RiJUNDL=O. 
UROUND=.05  
X V A L  = 2 
I F  (T6 .LT .35 . )  G O T O  66 
5 ROK = R O X S L  ( T 6 )  
I F  ( P 6  - P C R I T )  6 7 6 9 7  
6 R E S T R = R O I D  
GO T O  10 
7 R E S T R = . 0 5  
10 C A L L  C O E F  ( T 6 )  
1 5  DO 11 I T E R S = l t l O  
I F  ( E S T D )  GO T O  1000 
W K S = P P K ( R O K )  
I ) E L T A = ( X  - P 6 ) / W K S  
ROK=ROK - D E L T A  
I F ( D A B S ( D E L T A )  - T O L )  1 2 ~ 1 2 1 1 1  
1 6  X = P K ( R 0 K )  
11 C O N T I N l J E  
GO T O  1 2  
ROK = R E S T R  
E S T D =  . F A L S E .  
GO T O  1 5  
60  UBOUND=ROLOW 
R E S T R = R O I D  
GO T O  -15 
2 2  C A L L  V A P O R  
8 Cl U N  D L  = R 0 I D 
I I H O U N D = R O C R  I T  
R E S T R = R O I D  
R O K = R O I I )  
X V A L =  2. 
ROLOW= -.043 + .0016* T 6  
R C ) H I G H =  R O C R I T  - S 
1 00 0 I F ( R OK. G T . B D U  N O  L . A N D  . ROK . L T . U BO U N D 1 GO T 0 1 6 
22 
P F I G H =  WKS 
C A L L  C U E F ( T 6 )  
P L O W =  PK ( R O L O W  
I F ( T 6 . L T . 3 2 . 5 )  
I J  H 1311 N D= R O L  0 W 
I F  ( P 6 . L T . P L O W  
GO T O  100 
44 R O H I G H =  - 0 8 6  - 
R O L I N D L = R O H  I G H  
GO T O  1 5  
GO T O  6 
.002 T 6  
ROLOW= S + R O C R I T  
PLOW = WKS 
C A L L  C O E F  ( T 6 )  
P H I G H =  P K ( R O H I G H )  
I F  ( P 6 . G T . P H I G H )  GO T O  10 
GO T O  100 
R ( I H I G H =  . O B 6  - . 0 0 2  * T 6  
C A L L  COEF ( T 6 )  
P L O W =  PK ( R O C O W )  
I F  ( P 6 . L T . P L O W )  GO T O  60 
C A L L  L I Q U I D  
C A L L  C O E F ( T h )  
P H I G H  = PK ( R O H  I G H ) 
B f l U N I ) L =  R O H I G H  
R E S T R = . 0 5  
I F  ( P 6 . G T . P H I G H )  GO T O  15  
P H I  G Y =  PK ( ROK ) 
B H D E N S  = D 
BWD = D 
BWX= X V A L  
R E T U R N  
FNI) 
hh ROLOW= -.043 + .001h* T 6  
1 Q O  R O < =  R l 3 1 I I G H - ( P H I G H - P h )  / ( P H I G H - P L O W  ) * ( R O k I G H - R O L O W )  
1 2  D =  R O K  :; 2 . 0 1 5 7  
$ I B F T C  B W B L O K  I I E C K  
C P R O G R A M  C O N S T A N T S  F O R  C R I T I C A L  T E M P E R A T U R E ?  P R E S S U R E T O E N S I T Y ~  A N D  
C C O F F F I C I E N T S  FOR f - O l I A T I ( l N  O F  S T A T E  (1) 
B L O C K  D A T A  
C OM PION / F I X E D / MOD E I T E R S 
C 0 M M O N  / B Id D X C K / €3 W D 7 H W X 7 B W C V G L t R W C I1 N 0 
C O M M O M / P T D / P , T ~ D ~ R O K ~ D E L T A T X V A L  
Cl l14MON/ P V S  / P P  
C O M M O N / C V S / C S  , C H t  F t  E 7 U t  C 
COMPOi” /  F T S /  A F  7 8 F 
COMMON / I4 OR K S / W K S 7 W 1 7 W 7 T 14 3 t w 4 T s 
C O M V O N / K O N S / T C R I T ,  P C R I  T y R U C R I T r T O L t L ) 4 1 R  
COMMON / AC 0 E F / A ( 1 7 1 
C O M M O N / L C O E F / i \ L  ( 1 7 )  
C O M M O N / V C O E F / A V  I 1 7  1 
B T  9 C T B P 9 C P 7 H t 01 7 D 2  t D 3  t 04 7 EX P F 
B t A A  
C F t DF T E F T  F F 9 B 1 T C 1 C 2  t C K  t E 1 T EK 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S  I O N  B W D t  BWX 7 B W C V G L t  B W C D N D  
D O U B L E  P R E C  I S I  ON P 7 T D, ROK , D E L T A  7 X V A L  
D O U B L E  C S t C H t F t E t U T C t B t A A 
I ) O U R L E  P R E C I S I O N  A F ~ R F ~ C F ~ D F ~ E F ~ F F ~ B l ~ C l , C 2 ~ C K t E l t E K  
0011 B L E W K S 9 Id 1 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  l C R I T ~ P C R I T t R O C R I T ~ T O L ~ D 4 l R  
r;OURLE P R E C I S I O N  PP,BTtCT,BP,CP,H,01,1~2,D3tD4tEXPF 
P R EC I S I ON 
P R FC I S I [IN W 2 7 W 3 7 hl4 t S 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  A 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  A L  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  A V  
9 A T A  ( A V ( I ) T  I=1~17)/82~08199823~20~6227B898~~129279~2029t 
23 
1 -7237230 .13701  115924Z74.50,  - 1 0 1 0 8 7 9 8 7 5 0 . ~  
2 3 1 7 . 6 2 9 3 9 7 0 0 1  2581305.96707.  241066~9065~-10703806250~~ 
3 1 0 1 h 3 6 9 0 5 4 0 0 0 . ~  - 1 9 3 8 4 3 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 ~ ~  3 8 5 7 3 0 8 6 2 7 0 0 0 . ~  
4 - 6 7 5 7 4 6 3 2 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 . 1  1 4 6 2 1 1 4 6 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . ~  5 2 5 4 9 9 2 2 5 9 0 ~ ~ 1 8 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 8 0 0 /  
5 ( A L ( 1 ) T  1=1 ,17 ) /  82.081998237 63 ,740208401  -353918 .04071  
6 -4810952.4579 91278833 .49 r  -8816106422 .1  
7 -1283 .7357401  8076213 .4447  1425160 .9731  6 4 1 0 2 4 5 2 7 7 . 1  
8 1 0 8 5 1 6 7 9 1 3 0 0 . ~  -29303+0262000. ,  - 5 2 3 5 4 8 3 3 4 5 0 0 0 . 1  
9 - 2 5 5 1 1 1 4 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~  4 7 3 2 7 9 9 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~  3 5 2 2 3 2 7 7 7 4 0 ~ 0 ~ ? . 8 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 8 0 0 /  
1 . 0 0 0 0 1  DO/ 
D A T A  ( T C R I T ~ P C R I T ~ R O C R I T T T O L ) /  32.Y84001 12.771)O~ - 0 1 5 2 6 7 2  D O T  
END 
SUBROUTINE L I Q U I D  
CUfiMDN/l.COEF/AL( 1 7 )  
COMMUN/ACOEF/A( 1 7 )  
SIBFTC L I Q U I D  DECK 
DOUBLE PRECIS ION ALIA 
rm 7 7  1=1117  
7 7  A ( I )  = A L ( 1 )  
RETURN 
END 
SIJBROIITIILE V A P O R  
COMMDM/VCOFF/AV( 1 7 )  
COCIMON/ACOEF/k( 17) 
DrlUBLE PRECISION A V I ' A  
BIRFTC V A P O R  I I E C K  
nn 7 7  1 = i T i 7  
7 7  A ( I )  = A V ( 1 )  
RETURN 
END 
B IBFTC PK DECK 
C PRESSURE FUNCTION OF DENSITY GRAM-MOLE/CC AND COMMON 5 T E R M S  
IIOCIBL E P R  EC I S  I ON FIJNC T I Oh1 Pi( ( RK2 ) 
COMMON/ACOEF/A(171 
COMMON/ F T S  / A F 1 I3F 9 CF 1 DF 1 E F T f F 1 H 1 1 C 1 1 c 2  T C K  T E 1 T EK 
DOUBLF PRECISION RKZtDEXP 
D O U B L E  PRECISICIN A 
DOUBLE PHECIS I I IN  A F T R F T C F I D F I E F I F F ~ B ~ T C ~ ~ C ~ T C K T E ~ T € K  
EK= DEXP ( - A ( 1 7 )  * RK2:rKKZ) 
C F =  C 2  * EK + C 1  
EF= E l  1: EK 
P K = (  ( (  ( (FF=HKZ+EF)*RKZ +DF)*RKZ+CF)*RKZ + BF) *?KZ+AF) "RK2  
RETURN 
END 
BIRFTC PPK DECK 
C PARTIAL DERIVATIVE FOR P R E S S I J R E  AND DENSITY 
DOUBLE PRECISION FllNCTION P P K ( R K 3 )  
COMMON/ACOEF/A( 1 7 )  
DOUBLE PKECISION RK3 
DOUBLE PRECISION A 
DOUBLF PRECISION A F ~ R F ~ C F T D F I E F , F F ~ B ~ , C ~ ~ C ~ , C K , E ~ ~ E K  
PPK= ( ( ( ( ( - 2 . *  A(17)*EF*KK3+6.+FF) :ZRK3+I5 .ZCEF -2.*A(17) :XCZ*EK))  
C OMMUN/ F T S / A  F 1 H F 7 C F 1 OF 7 E F 1 F F 1 f3 1 1 C 1 1 C2 1 C K T E 1 7 E K 
1 r R ~ 3 + 4 . * D f )  xRK3 + 3.*CF) :kRK3 + 2. * H F )  ::: KK3 + AF 
RETURN 
END 
AIRFTC COEF DECK 
C FIJ\ICTIONS OF TEMPERATURE FOR S T A T t  CALCULATIONS 
SURROtJTINE COEF ( T 1  1 
C O M M O N / F T S / A F ~ B F ~ C F ~ I ) F T F F T F F T B ~ ~ C ~ T C ~ ~ C K ~ E ~ ~ E K  
24 
C U M M D N / A C D E F / A (  1 7 )  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  A 
D O U B L F  P K E C I S I U N  T 1  
A F  = A ( 1 )  8 T l  
B F =  A F * A ( 2 )  + A ( 3 )  + ( ( A ( h ) /  
D F =  A ( 9 )  * T 1  
FF= A ( l h )  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  A F , B F , C F , D f  E F  F F t f3 1 9 C 1 7 C 2  9 C K  7 E 1 9 E K  
1 / T 1  + A ( 5 ) ) / T 1  + A ( 4 ) ) / T 1  
C2= ( ( A ( 1 2 ) / T 1  + A ( 1 l )  ) / T 1  + A ( 1 0 )  ) / T l / T 1  
E l =  ( ( A ( 1 5 ) / T 1  + A ( 1 4 ) ) / T 1  + A ( 1 3 )  ) / T l / T l  
C l  = A ( 7 ) 3  A F  + A ( 8 )  : 
R E T U R N  
EN[? 
B I B F T C  B W P S A T  D E C K  
C S A T l J K A T I D N  P R E S S l J R E  A T M  F U N C T I O N  O F  T E M P E R A T U R E  D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  
D O U B L F  P R E C I S  I UN 
C D M M O N / K O N S / T C R I  
CDMMON/WORKS/WKS 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  
D O U B L F  P R E C I S I O N  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  
R W P S A T  = R D K S L  ( 
R W P S A T  = P C K I T  - 
F U N C T I O i \ I  B W P S A T  ( T 5 )  
r P C R I T , R O C R I T , T U L , D 4 1 R  
w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , !J4 , s 
T 5 , t? OK S L 
WKS, W 1, W2, W3, '//4, S 
1 C K  I T 
5 )  
( ( ( ( ( 1 8 5 O 2 4 O l O O 0 0 0 0 .  * S - 1 2 5 4 9 3 8 5 0 0 0 l ) O . )  + S  + 
P C K  I TIROCK I TI T U L  r D 4 1 R  
1 3 4 h 0 7 5 4 6 0 0 0 . )  * S  - 6 2 9 7 5 5 3 8 3 0 . 3  * S  + 7 3 1 2 3 9 5 . ) < : S t * (  3 ) )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
B I R F T C  BWROSV D E C K  
C S A T l l K A T E D  V A P O R  D E N S I T Y  
D D U B L  E PR EC I S I O N  F IJNC T I U N  RW R O S  V ( T 8 1 
BWROSV = B W O E N S ( T H I B W P S A T ( T B ) - . ~ O O O ~ )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
A I 8 F T C  R O K S L  D E C K  
C S A T U R A T E D  L I O U  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  
C D M M D N / W r l R K S / W K S  
C O M M O N / K O N S / T C R I  
D 0 U 6 L P K E C I S I L)N 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  
I F  ( T 4 . L T . T C K I T )  
s=o. 
GO T O  8 
D D E N S I T Y  I N T E R N A L  U N I T S  G R - M O L E / C C  
F I J N C T I O N  R O K S L  ( T 4 )  
Wl ,W2,W31W4,S 
T P C R I T ~ R O C R I T ~ T O L , D ~ ~ R  
W K S I W l ,  W27  W3, 1441 S 
TCR I T ,  P C K I T , l ? U C R I  T , T O L 1  W t l R  
G S  T O  7 
7 WKS= ( T C R I T - T 4 ) * * ( 1 . / 3 . )  
S =  ( (  ( - . O O O O 2 O 6 9 3 1 8 1  : I4KS - . 0 0 0 1 8 3 0 h Y 0 3 )  *WKS 
1 + . 0 0 1 4 9 7 3 5 1 1 )  :t WKS + . 0 0 6 2 6 7 5 3 4 5 )  2:bIKS 
8 R O K S L =  K O C R I T  + S 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
B I H F T C  H W T S A T  D E C K  
C S A T I J R A T I O N  T E M P E R A T U R E  D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I C I N  t3WTSAT ( P 2 1 )  
B W T S A T = 2 0 .  
W 4 =  A L D G ( P 2 1 )  
D O  11 I T E R S Z  1710 
W3= B W T S A T  + 1.0044 
D E L T  = (W4 - ( 4 . 6 0 6 5 9 7 7 9  - 115.35279 / W3+ .0402605852*  
R W T S A T  = B W T S A T  + D E L T  
1 B W T S A T  ) ) / ( 1 1 5 . 3 5 2 7 9  / W3**2 + . 0 4 0 2 6 0 5 8 5 2 )  
I F  ( D A B S  ( D E L T )  - .0005) 3 7 3 1 1 1  
11 C O N T I N U E  
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3 I F  ( B W T S A T  .GE. 32.984) t l W T S k T =  32.983 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
B I H F T C  O P D T  D E C K  
C D P D T  D E R I V A T I V E  F O R  T H E R M O D Y N A M I C  G R O U P  R E Q U I R E S  @ A S I C  M O D U L E S  
OClUBLE P R E C I S I O N  F I J N C T I O N  I I P D T  ( T l 3 )  
C 0 M M O N / P T D / P , T T D T R O K 9 D E L T A 7 X V A L  
C D M M O N / A C U E F / A  ( 1 7  1 
C OMM ON / W ORK S / W K S 7 W 1 
C O M M D N / F T S / A F T H F ~ C F ~ D ~ ~ E F ~ F F ~ B ~ ~ C ~ ~ C ~ ~ C K T E ~ ~ E K  
D O U B L E  
D O U B L F  P R E C I S I O N  A F ~ B F ~ C F T O F ~ E F T F F , B L ~ C ~ ~ C ~ ~ C K T E ~ ~ E K  
D O U B L F  P R E C I S I O N  P ? T y D , R O K , D E L T A , X V A L  
W 2 9 W 3 7 W 4 T S 
P R E C  I S I ON WK S T k.1 1 t k12 T I4 3 9 W4 S 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  A 
I4 1 = EK9;R OK 
W2=ROK**2  
D P D T =  W2* ( ( ( ( ( - 4 . e  (141 * ( A ( 1 5 ) * W 2  + A ( 1 2 ) )  + A ( 6 ) ) )  
1 / T 1 3  - 3.IW1 * ( A ( 1 4 ) 4 ?  W2 + A ( l l ) ) ) / T 1 3  - Z . *  
2 ( W l  I ( A ( 1 3 )  "W2 + A ( 1 0 ) )  + A ( 5 ) ) ) / T 1 3  
3 - A ( 4 ) ) / T 1 3 / T 1 3  + A ( l ) / R O K  + A ( 1 )  3 A ( . ? )  + 
4 R O K I  ( A ( 1 )  " A ( 7 )  + A ( 9 ) e  9 0 K ) )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
B I B F T C  B W T E M P  D E C K  
C F U N C T I O N  S l J H R O l l ~ I I N E  F U R  T E M P E R A T U R E  I N  C.G.S. U N I T S  
C A S  F U N C T I O N  O F  D E N S I T Y  A N 0  P R E S S i J R E .  R E O U I R E S  H A S I C  GROUP 
C U S E D  FOR D E N S I T Y  C A L C I J L A T I D N  
O O U B L F  P R E C I S  I O N  F l J N C T  I O N  BWTEMP ( 0 1 N T P 2 0 )  
C O i % M O N / P T O / P  ,T ,O,RCIK 9 O E L T A  
C O M M O N / A C O E F / A ( 1 7 )  
X V A L  
C O M M O N / F T S / A F T B F ~ C F , D F , E F , F F , F F ~ B ~ T ~ ~ T ~ ~ T C K ~ E ~ ~ E K  
C O M M O N / K O N S / T C R  I T T P C K I  T t  R U C R I  T t T 1 3 L r  D 4 1 R  
C OF: M O N  / B W D XC K / B W I~ 7 H bl  X 7 B W C VG L 9 RI*l C O N  D 
D O U R L  E 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S  I O N  P T T  T D T R I J K  9 D E L T A ?  X V A L  
D O U B L F  P R E C I S I L I N  A F , B F , C F T I ) F , E F T F F T B ~ , C ~ ~ C ~ ~ C K , E ~ T E K  
DO(JBLE P R E C I S I O N  T C R I T , P C R I T T R O C R I T , T f l L ? I I 4 1 R  
P R  E C  I S I ON R WD 7 B WX 7 BWCVGL BWCONL? 
O O U H L E  P R E C I S I O N  A 
D 2 0 =  D I N  
T =  T C R I T  
K U K =  D 2 0 / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2  
WKS= ROK 
I F ( P 2 O - P C R I T )  l O T 1 3 ~ 1 3  
1 3  C A L L  V A P O R  
X V A L =  2. 
C A L L  C O E F ( T )  
10 T=  B W T S A T ( P 2 O )  
I F  ( P K ( R O K )  - P 2 0 )  5 5 ~ 1 1 7 1 1  
C A L L  V A P O R  
I F ( R 0 K - R O C R I T )  2 2 1 2 3 1 2 3  
I F  ( D 2 0  - R O S L )  1 5 , 1 5 7 1 1  
11 C A L L  L I O U I D  
X V A L =  -1. 
GO T O  55 
- 2 3  R O S L =  R O K S L  ( T I  I 2.01572 
2 2  R O S V =  BWROSV ( T I  
I F  ( R O S V  - 1 1 2 0 )  1 6 1 1 6 9 5 5  
5 5  or) 6 7  I= 1,10 
R O K =  WKS 
C A L L  C O E F ( T )  
26 
i 
6 7  
1 5  
1 6  
100 
7 7  
E K = O E X P ( - A (  1 7 ) X c R O K * * 2 )  
D E L T A =  - ( P Z O - P K ( R O K ) )  
D E L T A =  O E L T A / D P D T ( T )  
T =  T - D E L T A  
I F ( D A B S ( 0 E L T A ) -  - 0 0 0 3 )  77,77967 
C O N T I N I J E  
GO T O  7.7 
R O S V  = BWROSV ( T I  
GO T O  100 
R O S L  = R O K S L ( T )  * 2.01572 
X V A L  = ( R O S L  - O % O ) /  ( K U S L  - R O S V )  * R O S V / D 2 O  
RWTEMP=T 
B\.IO= 020 
R W X = X V A L  
R E T U R N  
E N D  




1 3  
14 
1 1  
17 
7 1  
7 2  
100 
1 2  
7 7  
F U N C T I O N  S l l t i R C J I J T I N E  F I ) R  P R E S S t I R E  I N  C.G.S. U N I T S  
P R E S S U R E  A T M  A S  F U N C T I O N  O F  F E M P E K A T U R E  A N D  D E N S I T Y  
R E O U I R E S  R A S I C  M O I I I J L F S  U S E D  F U R  D E I N S I T Y  C A L C U L A T I O N  
D O U B L E  P K E C  I S I O N  F I J N C T I O N  R W P R E S  ( T 1 7 ,  D I N )  
C O M M U N / A C O E F / A  
COMMON / P T D / P t T T L) T R OK 
C OMMUN/ K O N S  / T C  R I T 9 PC R I T T ROC R I T , TCI L 7 134 1 R 
C OMCIOI\I/ R W O X C  K / R W D 
1) E L T A T X V A L 
t? W X T I3 WC V G L  7 R W C OND 
OOUB L E P R EC I S I O N  H 140 , H W X , H 1.I C V G L , H W C O N 0  
I )O IJBLE P R E C I S I O N  A 
I I O U R L F  P R E C I S I O N  P T T T U T R O K , D E L T A , X V A L  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  T C R I T , P C R I T , R O C K I T ~ T i l L ~ D 4 l R  
D17=  D I N  
C A L L  V A P O R  
X V A L =  2. 
K U K =  D 1 7 / 2 . 0 1 5 7  
B W P R E S =  B W P S A T ( T 1 7 )  
R O S L  = R O K S L  ( T 1 7 )  f 2 . 0 1 5 7 2  
I F  ( R O S L  - D 1 7 )  1 1 , 7 2 9 7 2  
C A L L  L I Q U I D  
X V A L =  -1. 
GO T O  1 2  
R O S V = H W R O S V ( T 1 7 )  
R O K = D 1 7 /  2 .0 1 5 7  
I F ( R O S V - D 1 7 ) 7 1 , 1 2 , 1 2  
R O S L =  R O K S L ( T 1 7 )  :: 2.01572 
G O  T O  100 
R O S V =  B W R D S V  ( T 1 7 )  
X V A L  = ( R D S L  - 0 1 7 )  / ( R O S L  - R O S V I f  R O S V  / D 1 7  
G O  T O  7 7  
C A L L  C O E F ( T 1 7 )  
R W P R E S =  P K ( R O K )  
B W X = X V A L  
B W D = O 1 7  
R E T  I J  R N 
E N D  
I F ( T C R I T - T l 7 )  12,13113 
I F  ( R I l K - R O C R I  T )  17, 14, 14 
A I H F T C  P A K A L O  D E C K  
C P A R A L O  S U B R O U T I N E  F O R  I D E A L  C O E F F I C I E N T S ,  S P E C I F I C  H E A T  OF 
C P A R A H Y D R O G E N  F O R  T E M P E R A T U R E S  L E S S  T H A N  100 D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  
S U B R O U T I N E  P A R A L O  
COMMON / C V S  / C S T C H T F T E IJ  T C T B T A A 
27 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  C S , C H T F T E T I J , C T R T A A  
A A  = 4 . 9 7 7 8 1 6 0 1 1 0 0 0  DO 
B = - .3384077523 D-2 
C = 3.521443735 D - 4  
U= -14 .356331780-6  
E = 23.03247505 D-8 
F = -10 .38316229 D-LO 
C H  = .43 DO 
C S  = - .1984 DO 
R E T U R N  
E N 0 
A I R F T C  P A K A H I  D E C K  
C P A R A H I  S I J R R O I I T I N E  F O 9  I D E A L  S P E C I F I C  H E A T  P A R A H Y D R O G E N  
C C O E F F I C I E N T S  F O K  T E C I P E K A T I J R E S  A B O V E  1 0 0  D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  
C H U T  L E S S  T H A N  4 0 0  1)EGREES K E L V I N  
S U B R O U T I N E  P A I A H I  
C OMMOM / C V S / C S 7 C H T F T E 7 U T C 9 B 7 A A 
DOlJ8LF 
A A  = -8 .543812498 DO 
B = 2 9 . 3 5 0 7 3 9 0 8  0-2 
C = -19.64505888 0-4 
U = 6.145'180979 D-6 
E = - .9172545570 D - A  
F = . 0 5 2 7 3 2 8 4 6 1 8  D - 1 9  
C H  = 432.3534 DO 
C S  = 41.002 DO 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
P R E C I S I O N  C S T C H ~  FI E T IJ 7 C t B t  A A  
B I B F T C  N O R M L O  D E C K  
C NORIMLO S U B R O U T I N E S  F O R  I D E A L  S P E C I F I C  H E A T  N O R M A L  H Y D R O G E N  
C TEMPERATURE.S  L E S S  T H A N  1 0 0  D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  
SUBROIJT  I N E  N O R M L l l  
C O M M D ~ / C V S / C S T C H T F T E T U ~ C ~ R ~ A A  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  C S T C H T F T E T U ~ C I R ~ A A  
A A  = 4 , 9 6 0 3 4 3 5 0 8  DO 
B = . 0 2 2 4 5 4 0 3 7 7 9  D-2 
C = .4825909452 D-4 
U = -2 .895260963 D-6 
E = 5.0980396 D-8 
F = -2 .275937407 D-10 
C H  = 254.03 D O  
C S  = 4.151 DO 
R E T I J R N  
E N D  
B I R F T C  N O R M H I  D E C K  
C N O R M H I  S U R R U U T I N E  F O R  I D E A L  C O E F F I C I E N T S  S P E C I F I C  H E A T  J F  
C 4 0 0  D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  
C N O R M A L  H Y D R O G E N  TEm.IPERATIIRES A B O V E  1 0 0  D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  U P  T U  
S U B R O U T I N E  N O R M H I  
CDMMON/CVS/CSTCHI  F T E t  UI C t B T  A A  
O O U H L E  P R E C I S I O N  C S ~ C H ~ F T E T U ~ C T B T A A  
A A  = 3.809873570 00 
B = 1 . 2 2 3 7 9 2 6 3 1 0  D-2 
C = .8816230861 D-4 
U = - . 6 6 6 2 7 7 7 8 4 4  0-h 
E = .1533405461 D-8 
F = - .0121587109 D-10 
C H  = 301.14435 DO 
C S  = 8.11846RA5 DO 
R E T U R N  
28 
E N D  
B I B F T C  C U E F I D  D E C K  
C C O E F I D  S U B R O I I T I N E  F O R  S E T T I N G  U P  I D E A L  C O E F F I C I E V T S  
C N O R M A L  OR P A R A  MODE 
S U B R O l J T I N E  C O E F I D  ( T 1 )  
COMMON / F I X E 0 / M 0 D F I T E R S 
I F ( M O ' 1 E - 1 )  l t 1 9 2  
1 I F ( T 1 - 1 0 0 . )  1 1 ~ 1 2 ~ 1 2  
11 C A L L  P A R A L O  
12  C A L L  P A R A H I  
R E T U R N  
R E T U R N  
2 I F ( T 1 - 1 0 0 . )  2 1 9 2 2 7 2 2  
2 1  C A L L  N O R M L U  
2 2  C A L L  N O R M H I  
R E T U R N  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
d I R F T C  B W C P I G  D E C K  
C F U N C T I O N  S U B R O U T I N E  F O R  S P E C I F I C  H E A T  I D E A L  G A S  N O R M A L  OR 
C P A R A H Y D R O G E N  A L L  .TEP lPERATI lRES U P  T O  400 D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  
D O l l R L  F P K EC I S I ON F U N C  T I O N  BWC P I G ( T 10 ) 
C O M H O N / C V S / C S  V C H t F  t E t U y C  * B 9 A A  
n o u R L E  PRECISION CS.CH.F.E,U,C.H.AA . .  . . .  
C A L L  C O t F I D ( T 1 0 )  
B WC P I G = 1. / 2.0 1 57 2 * ( ( ( ( ( F * T 1 O+ E 1 W 1 O+U 1 :t T 1 O+C ) ;iC T 1 O +  Y ) 
1 * T l O + A A )  
K E T U K N  
E N D  
B I B F T C  B W H I D G  D E C K  
C F U N C T I O N  S I I I 3 R O U T I N E  F O R  E N T H A L P Y  I D E A L  G A S  T L E S S  T H A N  400 D E G  K 
D O I J B L F  P R E C I S  I O N  F U N C T  IrJN R W H I  D G (  T 1 0 )  
C U M M O N / C V S / C S t C H t F t E t U t C t B t A ~  
D O l J B L F  P R E C  I S I ON C S  t C H  9 F 9 E 7 U 7 C t R 9 A A  
C A L L  C O F F I D  ( T 1 0 )  
B W H I D G = 1 . / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2 * ~ C H + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F / ~ . * T l O + E / 5 . ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 0  
K E T U K N  
E N D  
DOIJHLE P R E C I S  I O N  F U N C T I D N  H W S I D G (  T 1 0 )  
1 + I J  / 4 .  ) ;,:T 1 O+C / 3 - 1  * T 1 O+ B / ? 1 Q T 1 O+ A A 1 scT 1 0 1 
B I B F T C  B W S I D G  D E C K  
C F U Y C T I U N  S U B R O I J T I N E  F O R  E N T R O P Y  I D E A L  G A S  T L E S S  T H P N  400 D F G  K 
C U M M O N / C V S / C S  t C H t  F t E t I J T C  t H t AA 
O O U B L E  P K E C I S I O N  C S T C H T F T E ~ U T C V R ~ A ~ ~  
C A L L  C D E F I O  ( T l O )  
B W S I D G  = 1 . / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2 * ( C S + A A * D L O G ~ T l O ~ + ( ( ~  
+ E /  4 .  ) i:T 1 O + U /  3. ) C T 1 O+C / 2 . XcT 1 O+B ) 4 T 10 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
1 
S I R F T C  B W S S T L  D E C K  
C F U N C T I O N  S U B R O U T I N E  F U R  E N T R O P Y  S A T U R A  
D O U B L E  P % E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  H W S S T L ( T 1 1 )  
C D M M O N / K O N S / T C R I T ~ P C R I T ~ R O C R I T ~ T O L t f l 4 1 R  
F /  5. :< T 1 0  
ED L I Q U I D  P A R A H Y D R O G E N  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  T C R I T T P C R I T ~ R C I C R I T ~ T O L , ~ ~ ~ K  
R W S S T L  = 1./2.01572*(5.7791Y623-2.*.43272b54* 
l ( T C R I T - T 1 1 ) ~ * ( 1 , / 2 . )  - 1 . 3 3 3 3 h l R * D L O G ( T l l ) +  
2 ~~.00O17227b38/3.*Tll-.012~69527/2.~~~Tll 
3 + . 3 6 2 5 1 8 5 1 ) * T l l )  
R E T l J R N  
E N D 
29 
I I B F T C  B W H S T L  D E C K  
C F U N C T I O N  S U H R U I J T I N E  F O R  E N T H A L P Y  S A T U R A T E D  L I Q U I D  P A R A H Y D R O G E N  
D O(J 8 L E P R EC I S I IIN F U N C  T I 0 3 R I4 H S T L ( T 1 1 1 
C O M M O N / K O N S / T C R I T , P C R I T ~ R O C R I T ~ T D L ~ D 4 1 R  
C OMMON/ WORK S / WK S 9 W 1 
D O U B L F  P K E C  I S I O N  
D O U R L E '  P R E C I S  I ON 
W2 7 !,/3 I d 4  7 S 
WKS 71.11 tCl2 ~ W 3 r b l ' t  T S 
T C R  I T T P C R  I T r R I l C R  I T T T O L  T D 4 1 R  
W = R O K S L ( T l 1 )  
W = D L O G ( W ) ~ ~ 3 . 1 3 6 4 2 4 0 3 8 +  
1 
2 +7954.57119)~~S-245.8Y27562)~:S+6.72800D08)*S 
3 - .2054354458) 
S * 1 0 0 0 . ~ ~ (  ( ( ( (2158613.45*S-lY013'J.79999)*S 
W = - 1 2 0 ~ 1 4 2 0 R O * ( W + 1 3 ~ 0 7 3 1 6 4 )  
R W H S T L  = W+1./2.01572*(-53.437Y4-2.*.43272654 
1 * ( 2 . * T C R I T + T 1 1 ) / 3 . *  ( T C K I T - T 1 1 ) ~ * ( 1 . / 2 . )  
2 +(((.00017227638/4.~Tll-.Ol28~9S27/3.)*Tll 
3 + .362 5 1 8 5 1 / 2.) * T  1 1 - 1.3 3336 1 8  1 :&T 1 1 ) 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
B I B F T C  HWSSV D E C K  
C F U N C T I O N  S U B R O U T I N E  FOR. E N T R O P Y  S A T U R A T E D  V A P U R  H Y D R O G E N  
C E I T H E R  P A R A  OR N O R K A L  A S  A F U N C T I O N  O F  S A T U R A T I O N  P R E S S U R E  
D O I J R L E  P R E C  I S I I I N  F U N C T I O N  HWSSV ( P 2 3  
C O M M O N / P T D / P , T T l l T  K l l K T  D E L T A ,  X V A L  
D O U  H L E P 
T=  R W T S A T ( P 2 3 )  
R U K =  0 
B W S S V =  S K S V ( P 2 3 )  
D= R O K * 2 . 0 1 5 7 2  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
P K EC I S I U N T T D T ROK L) E L T A T X V A L 
B I B F T C  S K S L  D E C K  
C F U N C T I O N  S A T U R A T E [ )  L I O I J I D  E N T R O P Y  A S  F U N C T I O N  OF P R E S S U R E  
D O U B L F  P R E C I S  I O N  F U N C T I I I N  S K S L  ( P 2 4 )  
C O M M U N / P T D / P  ,T 1 D T R O K  r l ) E L T A  r X V A L  
D O U B L F  P K E C I S I O N  P ~ T T D , R O K T D E L T A , X V A L  
C A L L  L I Q U I D  
S K S L =  B W S S T L ( T 1  
R E T  U R N  
EN11 ~- 
B I R F T C  H W S S L  D E C K  
C E N T R l l P Y  S A T U R A T E D  V A P O R  I N T E R N A L  U N I T S  R E Q U I R E S  B A S I C  A N D  
C T H E  R MO D Y  N A M I C MOD I JL E S 
I I O I I B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O h I  H W S S L (  P 2 5 )  
COMI.108 / P T D /  P 
O O U B L F  P R E C I S I O N  P T T , D , ~ O K T D E L T A T X V A L  
T 7 I) 7 R OK @ E L  T A T XV A L 
T =  R W T S A T ( P 2 5 )  
R W S S L =  S K S L ( P 2 5 )  
D= R O K S L  ( T ) * 2  .O 1 5 7 2  
R E T I J R N  
E N D  
B I R F T C  H K S V  D E C K  
C E N T H A L P Y  S A T U R A T E [ >  V A P O R  P A R A  OR N U R M A L  H Y D R O G E N  R E Q U I R E S  
C H A S I C  A N D  T H E R M 0  GROUP OF M O D U L E S  
D O t J B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  H K S V ( P 2 2 )  
C OMMON/ P T D /  I' 7 T 
C O M M O N / K O N S / T C R I  T 9 P C K I  T V R O C R I  T T T [ I L  ~ l l 4 1 R  
COMMON / WORKS / WK S 7 bJ 1 T w 2 T W 3 9 Wrt 9 s 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  P ~ T T D ~ R O K T D E L T A T X V A L  
D O U B L F  P K E C I S I O N  T C R I T , P C R I T r R O C R I T , T O L , D 4 1 R  
D 7 R OK. D E L T A  9 X V A  L 
30 
. ... 
DOUB L E P R E C  I S I I)N WK S v W 1 W 2 7 W 3 v W 4 9 S 
OSV= H W R O S V ( T 1  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
DOUH L E PR EC I S I O N  F lJNC T I O K  H K S  L ( P 2 4  I 
1 2  H K S V =  B W H I D G ( T 1  + t i D E V ( T t I ? I I K , P 2 2 )  
$ I R F T C  H K S L  D E C K  
C O M M O M / P T D / P ,  T ,Dt H O K  9 D E L T A ,  X V A L  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I U N  P v T , l ) , R O K , D E L T A , X V A L  
C A L L  L I Q U I D  
H K S L =  R W H S T L  ( T I  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I I I N  F I J N C T I O N  S K S V ( P 2 2 )  
1 6 I B F T C  S K S V  D E C K  
C O M M O N / P T D / P , T T D , R O K , O E L T A , X V A L  
C O M M O N / K O N S / T C R I T I P C K I  T v R U C R I  T,  T O L  r l ) 4 1 H  
C D M M O N / W O R K S / N K S ,  W 1  ,W2 
IDOlJB L E P R EC I S I ON P T 7 D K U K  D E L T A  7 XV A L  
D D U B L F  
DOU B L E 
D S V =  B W K O S V ( T )  
S I DG= BWS I I )G ( T 
R E  T l J R N  
E N D  
W3, W4, S 
P R E C I S  I O N  
P R EC I S I IIN 
T C R I  T,  P C K I  TI K O C H  I T T T O L ,  D 4 1 R  
W I( s v I4 1 bl2 T W 3 T I4 4 7 S 
1 2  S K S V =  B W S I D G ( T  ) + S O k V (  T , I? I lK ,P22)  
$ I R F T C  H D E V  D E C K  
C E N T H A L P Y  D E V I A T I O N  T E R M  K E Q U I R E S  THERMO A N D  B A S I C  F U N C T I O N S  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F l J N C T I [ J I \  t J l ) E V (  T I ) ,RD,PD)  
COMMON/ F T  S /  A F C F 7 IUF , E I-, F F 
C D M M U N / A C O k F / A (  1 7 )  
D O U B L F  P R E C I S I O N  A F T H F , C F , D F  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  A 
C K =  ( l . - E K ) / 2 . / A ( 1 7 1  
C Z =  ( C K - E K : ~ R D = R D / Z . I / A (  1 7 )  
R F 
H D E V =  1 . / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2 / 4 1 . 2 9 2 8 3 * ( (  
1 * R D + (  ( 5 . * A ( 4 1  / T D / T D + 3 . < c A (  5 
3 + ( ~ 5 . * A ( 1 5 ) / T U + 4 . ~ A ( 1 4 ) ) / T D + 3 . c n O ) - C 2  ) 
4 + P U / R D - A F )  
R t l U K N  
E N D  
D U U B L F  P K E C I S I U N  F I J N C T I I J N  R W H S V ( P 2 3 )  
C( IMMON/ P T D / P  ,T TO,ROK, I )kL T A , X V A L  
T =  B W T S A T ( P 2 3 )  
R D K =  0 
HWHSV= H K S V ( P 2 3 1  
D= R O K * 2 . 0 1 5 7 2  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
B I H F T C  BWHSV D E C K  
D O U R L F  P K E C I S I U N  P , T I D , R O K I O E L T A ~ X V A L  
5 I B F T C  B W H S L  D E C K  
C E N T H A L P Y  S A T U R A T E D  L I Q l J I O  I N T F R N A L  U N I T S  H F Q U I R E S  B A S I C  A N D  
C T H E R M O  G R O l l P  O F  F L l l J C T I O N S  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F I J N C T I O N  h W H S L ( P 2 5 1  
C O M M O N / P T D / P  ,T ID t R O K  , l )ELTA,  X V A L  
I I O U B L F  P R E C I S I O N  P T T T O , R O K , D E L T A , X V A L  
T =  B W T S A T ( P 2 5 1  
B W H S L =  H K S L  ( P 2 5  I 
31 
D= R D K S L ( T ) * 2 . 0 1 5 7 2  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
B I B F T C  S D E V  D E C K  
C D E V I A T I O N  T E R M  FOR E N T R O P Y  F U N C T I O N  R E Q U I R E S  B A S I C  A N D  T H E R M O  
DOU B L E P R E C  I S I ON F U N C  T I O N  S DE V ( TI )  R D P D ) 
C O M M O N / A C O E F / A ( 1 7 )  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I D N  A 
D O U B L F  ' P R E C I S I 0 I . I  A F T R F T C F T D F T E F T ~ F T B ~ , C ~ , C ~ ~ C K ~ E ~ ~ E K  
C K =  ( l . - E K ) / 2 . / A ( l 7 )  
C 2 =  ( C K - E K + R D * R O  / 2 . ) / A ( 1 7 )  
S D E V =  1 . / 2 . 9 1 5 7 2 / 4 1 . 2 9 2 8 3 ~ : ( ( ( - A ( 9 ) / ~ . + R D - ( A ( 7 ) + A ( l ) ) / 2 . )  
COlvlMON / F TS / A F 7 B f  9 C F D F  1 E F  I F F T I3 1 9 C 1 9 C 2 T C K  I E 1 7 E K  
I + R D - ( ( - 4 . + A ( 6 ) / T D / T D - 2 . a n ( 5 )  ) / T D - A ( 4 ) ) / T D / T D  
2 - A ( l ) ; c : A ( 2 ) ) ~ R D - A ( l ) + D L O G ( R D + A ( l ) ~ : T D ) +  
3(((4.+A(12)/TD+3.*A(ll))/TD+2.+A(lO))*CK+ 
4 ( ( 4. +A ( 1 5 / T D+3.  +A ( 14 1 1 / T 0 + 2 .  + A  ( 13 1 1 ;$C 2 1 / T U /  T D /  T D ) 
R E T U R N  
E N D  
S I R F T C  BWENHY D E C K  
C E N T H A L P Y  O f  P A R A  OR N O R M A L  H Y D R O G E N  A S  F U N C T I O N  F T E M P E R A T U R E  
C A N D  P R E S S U R E  I N  C.G.S. U N I T S  R E D l J I R E S  U A S I C  A N D  T H E R M U  GROLJPS 
D O U B L E  PR E C  I S I ON FlJNC T I O N  BI.1 E N H  Y ( T 1 2  P 1 2  ) 
C O M M O N / P T D / P T T T D ~ R O K T D E L T A , X V A L  
C OMMON / WORK S / W K S 7 W 1 9 W 2 7 W 3 9 W 4 t S 
C O M M O N / F T S / A F , B F  , C F v D F ,  E f  r F F , U l  y C 1 7 C 2  TCKI E l  7 E K  
D O I J B L F  P K E C I S I O N  A F I B F I C F T D F T E F , F F , B ~ , C ~ T C ~ T C K , E ~ T E K  
D O U B L F  P R E C I S I O N  P T T T D T R O K T U E L T A ~ X V A L  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I U N  W K S , W ~ T W ~ , W ~ , W ~ T S  
D= B W D E N S ( T L Z T P L Z )  
B W E N H Y z  H D E V ( T ~ ~ T R O K T P ~ ~ )  
I F ( X V A L - 2 . )  112.2 
C O M M O N / A C O E F / A l 1 7 )  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O h I  A 
2 BWENHY=BWENHY+ B W H I D G ( T l 2 )  
1 W4= R O K S L ( T 1 2 )  
R E  T U  R N 
E K =  U E X P  ( -A  ( 17 ):CW4QW4) 
W 3 = H D E  V ( T 12  , W4 BW P S A  T ( T 1 Z 1 ) 
P S A = H W P S A T  ( T 1 2  ) 
H C = H W H S T L ( T l Z )  
RWENHY= B W E N H Y + R W H S T L ( T 1 2 ) - W 3  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
S I R F T C  B W E R P Y  D E C K  
C E N T R O ? Y  O F  P A R A  OR NORMAL H Y D R O G E N  A S  F U N C T I O N  f T E M P E R A T l J R E  
C A N D  P R E S S I J R E  IN C.G.S. U N I T S  R E Q U I R E S  H A S I C  A N D  T H E R M O  GR(JUPS 
C R E Q U I R E S  T H E R M O D Y N A M I C  A N D  H A S I C  MODIJLES 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  B W E R P Y ( T 1 2 T P 1 2 )  
C O M M O N / P T O / P T T T D T R O K T D E L T A , X V A L  
c OMMON / w OR K s / WK s T w 1 T w 2 T w 3 T W 4 T s 
C O M M O N / F T S / A F ~ B F ~ C ~ ~ O F ~ E ~ ~ F F T ~ ~ T C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K T E ~ ~ E K  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  A F ~ B F T C F T D F T E F T F F I B ~ T C ~ T C ~ T C K , E ~ T E K  
D O U B L F  P R E C I S I O N  P T T T O T R O K T D E L T A T X V A L  
D O U B L E  
C O M M O N / A C O E F / A  ( 1 7 )  
D O U R L E  P R E C I S I U N  A 
P R E C  I S  I ON WKS T W  1 T WZ TW3 iW4 7 5 
n =  B W O E N S ( T ~ Z T P L ~ )  
B W E R P Y =  S D E V ( T ~ ~ T R C K , P ~ ~ )  
I F ( X V A L - 2 . )  1 1 2 9 2  
32 
2 E W E R P Y =  R W E R P Y + R W S I D G ( T l Z )  
1 W4= R O K S L ( T 1 2 )  
R E T  CJR N 
E K =  D E X P  ( - A ( 1 7 ) % W 4 % W 4 )  
W3= S D E V ( T 1 2 r W 4 , B W P S A T ( T l 2 ) )  
R W E R P Y =  B W E R P Y + E W S S T L ( T l Z ) - W 3  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
5 1 R F T C  E W T O F H  D E C K  
C S U B R O U T I N E  FOP. T E M P E R A T U R E  A S  F U N C T I O N  O F  E N T H A L P Y  A N D  P R F S S l J R E  
C I N  C.G.S. U N I T S  F O R  N O R M A L  OR P A R A H Y D R O G E N  R E Q U I R E S  B A S I C  
C A N D  T H E R M O D Y N A M I C  M O D U L F S  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  H W T O F H ( H 2 3 . P 2 3 )  
C O M M O N / B W r ) X C K / B W D 1 B W X t R ~ ~ C V G L 9 ~ W C O N U  
COMMON/KONS/TCRITtPCRIT,ROCRIT,TOLtD41R 
COMMON/  P T D /  P .T 9 D t R U K  9 D E L T A  t X V A L  
DOUE L E 
D O l J E L E  P R E C I S  I O N  P ~ T , D t R U K t O E L T A t  X V A L  
D O U B L E  
P R EC I S I O N  8 W D 9 HW X 7 B W C V G L  7 HIJCUI\ID 
T C R I  T t  PCR I T t R O C R I T t  T O L  9 U 4 1 R  P R E C I S  I C l N  
I F ( P 2 3 - P C R I T ) l , l r 2  
1 T = B W T S A T ( P 2 3 )  
R U K = O  
H S V - H K S V ( P 2 3 )  
H S L = H K S L ( P 2 3 )  
I F  ( H S L  - H 2 3 )  4 , 3 9 3  
G O T 0  11 
3 H = H S L  
4 I F  ( H 2 3  - H S V )  8 9 8 ~ 9  
8 B W T O F H  = T 
RWX= ( H 2 3  - H S L )  / ( H S V  - H S L )  
I)= R O K S L ( T )  
BWD= 2.01572% (ROK:: D )  / ( H W X *  D + (1. - B W X )  * R O K )  
R E T U R N  
2 T = 3 3 . 0  
H=RWENHY ( 3 3 . O 9 P 2 3 )  
I F  ( H 7 3  - H I  2 9 , 2 9 7 1 9  
9 H = H S V  
G O T 0  19 
H=HWENHY ( T 9 P 2 3 )  
I F  ( H 2 3  - H )  l l r 3 0 r 3 0  
30 B W T l l F H  = T C R I T  
R E T U R N  
19 T N I l  = T 
T N 1  = T N O + 1 0 .  
R E G =  2. 
T S P  = T N U  
GO T O  49 
T N 1  = T N O  - 4 . 0  
R E G =  -1. 
T S P =  T N O  
D O  7 7  I l E R =  l t 1 0  
F T 1 =  E W E N H Y  ( T N l v P 2 3 )  - 
D E L T A  = ( ( T N 1  - T N O ) *  F 
T N 2  = T N 1  - D E L T A  
I F  ( D A E S ( F T 0 )  - D A E S ( F T  
72  T N O  = T N 1  
F T U  = F T l  
2 9  T = 3 7 . 9  
11 T N U  = T 
49 F T O  = H - H 2 3  
H 2 3  
1) / ( F T 1  - F T O )  
33 
7 1  
7 7  
76 
178 
2 7 7  
1 7 7  
T N l  = T N 2  
D E L T A = D A B S ( T h I Z - T N O )  
I F  ( D E L T A  - -001 ) 76177177 
C O N T  I N U €  
B W T O F H  = T N 2  
I F  I A B S ( R E G - B W X )  .LT.  - 0 0 1 )  GO TO 2 7 7  
I F  (REG.LT.2.)  GO T O  177 
BWD= B W R O S V ( T S P )  
BWX= R E G  
B W T O F H =  T S P  
R E  .I UR N 
BWD= 2.01572::; R D K S L ( T S P 1  
GO T O  178  
E N D  
















S U B R O U T I N E  F U N C T I O N  FOR T E M P E R A T U R E  G I V E N  E N T R O P Y  A N D  P R E S S U R E  
F O R  N O R M A L  / O R  P A R A H Y D R O G E N  I N  C.G.S. U N I T S  R E Q U I R E S  B A S I C  A N D  
T H E R M O D Y N A M I C  F U N C T I O N S  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  B W T O F S ( S 2 3 r P 2 3 )  
C O M M O N / B W D X C K / B W D T B W X T B W C V G L ~ B W C O N D  
C O M M O N / P T D / P T T T D T R O K T D E L T A ~ X V A L  
C O M M O N / K O N S / T C R I T ~ P C R I T ~ R D C R I T O L , D 4 1 R  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  B W D T B W X T B W C V G L T B W C O N D  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  P ~ T T O T R O K T D E L T A , X V A L  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  T C R I T T P C R I T T R O C R I T ~ T O L T D ~ ~ R  
I F  ( P 2 3 - P C H  I T 1 T 112 
T =  B W T S A T ( P 2 3 )  
R O K =  0. 
S S V =  S K S V ( P 2 3 )  
S S L =  S K S L ( P 2 3 )  
I F ( S S L - S L 3 )  41313 
s= S S L  
GO T O  11 
I F ( S 2 3 - S S V )  81819 
B W T O F S =  T 
BWX= ( 5 2 3  - SSI.)  / ( S S V - S S L )  
D= R O K S L ( T )  
BWD= 2 . 0 1 5 7 2 %  ( R O K %  D )  / ( F ) W X *  D + (1. - B W X )  'ZROK) 
R E T U R N  
T = 3 3 . 0  
S = B ' d E l ? P Y ( 3 3 . 0 ~ P 2 3 )  
I F ( S 2 3 - S )  2 9 ~ 2 9 7 1 9  
s= ssv  
GO T O  19 
S = B W E R P Y ( ~ ~ . ~ T P ~ ~ )  
I F ( S 2 3 - S )  39,30130 
B W T O F S =  T C R I T  
R E T U R N  
T = 3 2 . 5  
GO T O  11 
T N U =  T 
l . N l =  T N U + 1 0 .  
R E G =  2. 
T S P =  T N O  
GO T O  49 
TNO= T 
T N 1 =  TNO-4.0 
R E G =  -1. 
T S P =  T N O  
F T O =  S - S 2 3  
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7 2  
7 1  
7 7  
76  
178 
2 7 7  
1 7 7  
DO 77 I T E R =  1 , l O  
F T l =  B W E R P Y ( T N l , P 2 3 ) - S 2 3  
D E L T A =  ( ( T N l - T N O ) * F T l ) / ( F T L - F T O )  
T N 2 =  T N 1 - I I E L T A  
I F (  O A R S (  F T O ) - D A B S  ( F T 1 )  1 7 1  172 772  
T N O =  T N 1  
F T O =  F T 1  
T N 1 =  Tb12 
D E L T A = D A R S  ( T N 2 - T N O )  
I F  ( D E L T A  - -001 1 76,77177 
C O N T I N L I E  
B W T O F S =  T N 2  
I F  ( A B S ( R E G - H W X )  .LT. . D O 1 1  GI.) TO 2 7 7  
I F  ( R E G  .LT.2.) GCI T O  177 
RWD= R W R C l S V ( T S P )  
RWX= R E G  
B W T O F S =  T S P  
R E T U R N  
BI.IO= 2 . 0 1 5 7 2 "  R O K S L ( T S P )  
GO T O  1 7 8  
END 
B I H F T C  R W F D Z  D E C K  
C S E C O N D - D E R I V A T I V E  F i l N C T I O N  FOR S P E C I F I C  H E A T  C A L C U L A T I f l N  
C R E O U I K F S  8 A S I C  AND T H E R M O U Y N A , Y I C  M f l D l I L E S  
D O U H L E  P R E C I S I O N  FlINC1 I O N  R W F D Z ( T 2 4 v R 0 2 4 )  
C O M M O N / A C O F F / A ( l 7 )  
C OWMON/ F T S / A F , R F C k ,  I lk ,  F F , F F H 1 
D O U B L E  * R E C I S I O N  A 
C 1 C 2 9 C K , E 1 E K 
D O U H L E  P R E C I S I I I h I  AF ,BF ,CF,DF,EF ,FF ,S11C l rC2rCK,E11EK 
E K =  D E X P ( - A (  1 7 ) ' , ' R 0 2 4 : ~ * 2 )  




+A ( 4 ) 1cT 2 4 ) * 2  . :R O 2 4 +  
( ( 1 .- ( A ( 1 7  ) + R 0 2 4 * * 2 +  1 1 " E K  ) / A  ( 1 7  1 ;:;*Z) * 
4 ~ ( l O . : ~ A ( l S ) / T 2 4 + h . ~ A ( l 4 ) ) / T 2 4 + 3 . ~ A ( 1 3 ) ) )  
R E T i J R N  
E N D  
A I H F T C  B W C P G L  D E C K  
C S U H R n U T I N E  F U N C . r I O N  FOP, S P F C I t I C  H E A T  C P  ANL) C V  
C 
C 




1 2  
1 
A L S U  C A L C I l L A T t S  S O N I C  V E L ( 1 C I T Y  G O  FOR P A R A  OR N i I K M A L  
H Y D R O G E N  I N  C.G.S .  U N I T S  R E O U I R k S  B A S I C  A N D  [ H E R M U  01ODIJL tS  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  H W C P G L ( T 2 5 , P 2 5 )  
C 0 M M ON / B W S 0 N V / R W C 0 
C llI'l i.1 ON / 8 W D XC K / B W D , H W X , H W C V G L , R W C 11 N D 
COMMON / P T D / P 
D O U H L E  I 'RECISIOPI RWCO 
T I) K OK I TJ E L 1 A 9 X V A L 
R W D 7 H W X 9 H !*IC V G L 7 H W C 0 N D DOUR L E 
DOCIBLE P R E C I S I O h I  P I  T t  D y  R f l K ,  !DELTA,  X V A L  
P R EC I S I O N  
D= B W D E N S  ( T 2 5 , P 2 5 )  
I F ( X V A L - 2 . )  1 1 , 2 2 , 2 2  
I F  ( T 2 5 . L E . 4 6 . )  GI1 T O  10 
RWCVGL= B W C P I G ( T 2 5 )  - - 9 8 5 8 4  - H W F D Z ( T 2 5 t R C I K )  
GO T O  66 
R W C V G L =  H W F D 2 ( T Z 5 , . 0 3 7 8 2 1 )  
RWCVGL= H W C V G L - B W t D 2 ( T 2 5 , R [ l K )  
I F ( 4 2 . 5 - T 2 5 )  3 , 1 2 , 1 2  . 
I F ( 2 4 . 5 - 5 2 5 )  2,1,1 
H W C V G L = R W C V G L + ( ( - . O l l * T 2 ~ + 0 . 6 7 ) * T ~ 5 + 2 . 3 2 7 ) / ~ . 4 3 3 7  
G f l  T O  66 
IF (D.LT. .n30774) GO T O  2 3  
35 
2 B W C V G L =  BWCVGL+( ( - .003*T25+0 ,302) *T25+6 .554)  
3 BWCVGL=BWCVGL+(( .OOO2:~T25+.0492)3T25+11.5398 
B W C P G L =  B W C V G L  + T Z 5  * I l P D T ( T 2 5 )  a32 /RLlK*:'2 
B W C U =  D A B S ( W K S  :* I3WCPGL / b W C V G L  3 5 0 2 6 7 3 . 9 8  
BWCO= S Q R T  ( R W C O )  
R E TIJR N 
E N D  
GO T O  66 
h6 WKS= D A B S  ( P P K ( R U K ) )  
B I B F T C  R W V I S C  I I E C K  
0.4337 
/ 8 . 4 3 3 7  
/ WKS / 83.238 
C V I S C G S I T Y  S U H K U U T I N E  A S  F U N C T I O N  [ I F  T E M P E R A T U R E  A N D  P R E S S U R E  
C F O R  N O R M A L  OR P A R A H Y D R O G E N  A L S U  C A L C U L A T E S  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  K 
C R E Q U I R E S  B A S I C  ANLl  T H E R M 0  G R O U P S  ANI) A L S O  H I G H  T E M P E R A T U R E  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  B W V I S C ( T 1 5 r P 1 5 )  
C O M M I I N  / P T D / P 7 T 9 D 9 K OK 7 D E L  T A 9 X V A L 
C OM MDN / R W D X C  K / B W D 
D O U B L E  P R E C I S  1I)N P T T  T O T R O K  T I ) E L  I A ,  X V A L  
B W X 9 I3 Wc V G L 7 8 Wc 0 N D . 
DDUB L E P R E C  I s I ON H WE B wx , 8 wc V G  L , B wc n m  
T 4 0 0 =  400. 
I F ( T l S . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO TI1 401 
C P I G = B W C P I G ( T 1 5 )  
G t l  T O  5 1  
50  D= B W D E N S ( T 1 5 , P 1 5 )  
401 C P I G =  H T C P I G ( T 1 5 )  
l ( T 1 5  + 6 5 0 . 3 9 )  ) / ( T 1 5  + 1 9 . 5 5 ) / ( T 1 5 + 1 1 7 5 . 9 )  
I J V T E R M z  - 5 8 . 7 5  * ( 0 / . 0 7 ) : : * 3  
I F  ( O V T E R Y . L 1 . - 6 7 . )  O V T E R M  = - h 7 .  
D T E R M =  5.7694 + h 5 .  f D*';(3./2.) - . 0 0 0 0 0 6 + D E X P (  1 2 7 . 2 * O )  
1 + l . / T 1 5 3  ( I O . +  7.2 :: :((D/.O7)*'66 
2 - ( D / . 0 7 ) : : * ( 3 . / 2 . ) )  - 17.63 :c U E X P  ( O V T E R M ) )  
B W V I S C =  1 . D 4  * ( V I  + 1.0-h *D  :"EX? ( O T E R P I ) )  
RWCOND= 1 .D4  * V I * (  ( - T l S * . 0 0 4 4 5 R +  1.8341)/2.01572 + 
1 ( . 0 0 0 8 9 7 3 3 T 1 5  + 1.1308)KPIG)/(1.+3.2/TlS) + 
2 l . D 4 *  ( (  ( ( ( (  ( ( 3 3 6 1 5 0 0 0 , * D  - 1 1 2 4 5 3 0 0 . ) * D  + 1 5 6 7 h 8 0 . ) ' g D -  
3 l l h 9 2 7 . ) * D  + 4 9 5 2 . 2 R ) * D  - 115 .024) . ' -D+1 .22h48)%:D + 
4 .ooiio7 ) * P +  . o o o O n i w t )  
R E T I J R N  
EN11 
S I B F T C  H T C P I G  I I E C K  
C H I G H  TF iL IPERATIJRE S P E C I F I C  H E A T  F I J N C T I O N - 4 0 0  - 1 5 0 0  D E G  K 
C P A R A  OR N O R M A L  H Y D R I I G E N  
F U N C T I O N  H T C P  I G ( 5 3  ) 
C O M M O N / F I X E n / M O D E .  I T E R S  
I F ( 1 - I S f l D E )  1 1 2 1 2  
1 I F ( 7 0 0 . 1 - T 3 )  2,313 
3 H T C P I G =  ( . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 1 * T 3 - . O C O O 2 2 l ~ ~ T 3 + 3 . 4 5 2 8  
R E T U R N  
2 I F ( T 3 - 7 0 0 . )  4 T 4 T 5  
4 H T C  P I G = 1 . 2. o 1 5 7 2 * ( ( . oor) 00 1 :* r 3-. 00 l o o  5 :c T 3 + 7.2 5 1 2 5 
5 HTCPI G=  1.12 . o i  572::( ( . 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 ~ ~ 3 - . 0 n 0 2 4 5 8 ~  : :T3+6 .9648  1 ) 
R E T I J R N  
R E T  I1 R N 
E N  D 
S I R F T C  H l H I D G  D E C K  
C H I G H  TE '4PERAT lJRE E N T H A L P Y  I D E A L  G A S  A B O V E  400 D E G  K 
F U N C T I D N  H T H I D G (  T 3  1 
COM?40N/  F I X E D /  MODE , I T F R S  
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I F ( T 3 - 7 0 0 . )  l l , l l r 2 1  
11 H T H I D G =  1. /2.01572*( I ~.000001/3.*T3-.001005/2. ) * T 3  
1 + 7 . 2 5 1 2 5 ) * T 3 - 1 1 2 . 2 4 1 2 )  
R E  TlJR N 
2 1  H T H I D G =  1 . / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2 ~ ~ ( ( ( . 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 / 3 . * T 3 - . 0 0 ~ 2 4 5 8 / 2 . ~ * T 3  
1 + 6 . 9 6 4 8 1 ) * T 3 - 4 0 . 5 9 3 4 )  
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H I G H  T E M P E R A T U R E  E N T R I J P Y  I D E A L  G A S  A B O V E  400 DEG K 
F U N C T I O N  H T S I D G ( T 3 )  
C O M M O N / F I X E D / M O D E ,  I T F R S  
COMMON / B W D X C  K / B W D I B lil X 7 H h'C V G L  
C OMMOl\l/ P T D/  P 
C O[.iMON/ P V S  / P P B T 
CDMMDN/WORKS/WKS,Wl,WZ,h!3,W4,S 
C U M M D N / K O N S / T C R I  T , P C R I T , R O C R I  T,  T f l L  D 4 1 R  
D O U R L E  P R E C I S I O N  T C R I T , P C R I T , ? O C R I T , T L I L , D 4 l R  
I F (  1 -MOI )E)  1,112 
H T S I D G =  -4.903 + 2 . 7 6 / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2  
GI1 T U  3 
H T S I D G =  -4.903 
I F  ( 5 3 - 7 0 0 . )  4 , 4 9 5  
H T S I  DG= H T S  I D t +  1. 1 2 . 0 1  572;:( 7 . 2 5 1 2 5 Q A L O G (  T 3 )  
H WC ON D 
D 1 )I D 2  t D3 
T 0 , R OK 9 D E L  T A t X V A L 
C T 7 H P 9 C P 7 H D 4  E X  P F 
1 + ( . ooooo 1 1 2  . * ~ 3 - .  on io05  ) ::T 3 ) 
GO TO 6 
5 H T S I D G =  H T S I D G + . 6 8 0 +  1 . / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2 * ( 6 . 9 6 4 8 1 * A L O G ~ T 3 ~ + ~ . 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 / 2 .  
6 R E T U R N  
E N D  
1 * T 3 - . 0 0 0 2 4 5 W ) : t T 3 )  
l b I H F T C  H T H D E V  D E C K  
C T H E R M A L  D E V I A T I O N  T E R M  F O R  E N T H A L P Y  F U N C T I L I N  Af3OVE 400 D E G  K 
F U N C T  I O N  
COMMON / F I X E D /  I"I[JDE 
COMMON/ B W D X C  K / B W D t 8 W X 
H T H D E V  ( T D  7 R D  9 P D  ) 
I T E R S 
R U G  V G  L HIdC UND 
C f lMMON/ P T  D/  P , T , L) , R OK, D E L T A ,  X V A L 
C OMMflN/ P VS / P P H T C T H P 9 C P H 7 D 1 D 2  I D 3 D 4  7 E X  P F 
Cf lP I I~OFI /WORKS/WKS,W1 ,WZ,W3,W4,S 
C O M H O N / K O N S / T C R I  T 7 PCR I T r R t ) C R I  T , T(1L y l l ' t l R  
1)OUBLE 
B P =  W4/ T D *  ( ( 1.2 5* .  Z 2 O O 4 W 2 + .  7 5:;. 0368 7 7  ) *W2-. 2 S'* . 00s  5 4 7 8  ) *W3 
C P = W2 / T D*?62 96W2 * ( 2 . * . 0405 3 Q N  2- 1.5 $6.01)4 7 8 8 ) t bl3*:;C2 
F L =  B T * * 2  
P R E C I S  I ( I N  T C R  I T ,  P C R I  TI KDCR I TI T I I L ,  D 4 1 K  
D 1 =  B T  
D 2 =  F 1 / 7 . + C T  
D 3 =  H T * F l / h . + R T * C T  
D 4 =  F l r * 2 / 2 4 . + F 1 * C T / 2 . + ( C T y ~ c ; r 2 ) / 2  . 
F 1 =  B P  
F Z =  ( B P * O l + C  P ) /2 .  
F 3 =  ( B P 2 : 0 2 + C P * D 1 1 / 3 .  
F 4 =  ( B P * D 3 + C P * D 2 ) / 4 .  
F 5 =  ( B P * D 4 + C P $ : D 3 ) / 5 .  
F 6 =  ( C P * D 4 ) / 6 .  
H T H D E V =  1. /41.29283*(-82.082/2.01572*TD*TD* 
2 + F 2 ) * R O K + F l ) * R D K ) + P D / R O K - 8 2 . 0 8 2 / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2 * T D )  
1 ( ( ( ( ( ( F 6 * Y O K + F 5 ) + R O < + F 4 ) ~ * R O K + F 3 ) * R O K  
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C I I M I . I U N / F I X E D / I ~ U D E ~  I T E R S  
H T E N H Y  ( T 2  T 3 2  1 
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C OMM ON / P T D/  P 7 T 7 D 7 R OK 7 D E L  T A 9 X V A L  
C O M M O N / P V S / P P , B T T C T , R P ~ C P ~ H , D ~ , ~ ) ~ T ~ ~ T D ~ T F . X P F  
C Dl4 M 0 Id / W OR K S / W K S T I.11 T W 2 7 bI 3 I \.I 4 I S 
C O M M O N / K n l \ l S / T C R  I T ~ P C R I T I R O C R  I T t T I l L r 0 4 1 R  
D O U B L E  P R E C I S  I O N  T C R I  T T  P C R I T , R O C R I T ,  T I I L ,  1)41R 
D= 
I i T E N H Y =  H T H D E V ( T ~ T R O K , P ~ ) + H T H I O G ( T ~ )  
H T D E N S  ( T 2  T P 2  ) 
R E T  IJRN 
E N  r) 
5 I B F T C  H T S U F V  I I F C K  
C E N . I R O P Y  T H E R M A L  D E V I A T I O N  FUR H I G H  T E I 4 P t R A T U R E  F I J N C T I O N  
FUNC T I LIN H T  S I )E  V ( T D K I), PI) ) 
C O l ~ M l l N / F I X E U / H O D E ,  I T E R S  
C 0 1. MON / B W D X C K / B 1.1 D T B W X 7 B WC V G L 7 H WC 0 N D 
C U M M O N I  WORKS/  WKS 14 1 1W2 T I 43  T W ~  T s 
C O,'! MON/ P T D/  P , T ,I), ROK , 0 E L  T A XV A L 
c n r w o N / P v s / P P ,  b ~ ,  C T  ,HP T~ P H, n i  0 2 ,  ~ 3 , 1 ) 4 ,  E X P F  
C O M M O N / K O N S / T C R  I T ,  P C R I  T, ROCI? I T  9 Tn l .  7 D'+!R 
DUURLE P R E C  I S  I O N  T C R I  T 9 P C P . I  T,RIICR I T  , T I I L  .L)41R 
8 P = 
C p = 
F 1 =  BT::>'2 
Dl= H T  
02= F l / Z . + C T  
D 3 = B T 4: F 1 / 6. + H T "C T 
1)4= F 1 *A:2 / 2 4. + F 1 * C  T / 2 .  + ( C T+;:2 ) / 2 
F l =  R P  
F 7 =  ( R P > ; D l + C P ) / 2 .  
F 4 =  (RP*D3+CP;:OZ 14. 
F 5 =  ( B P * D 4 + C P * D 3 ) / 5 .  
Fh= ( C P * D 4 ) / 6 .  
W4/ T @;: ( (. 1 .2 5 ::. 2 2 O 0 4 +  W 2 + - 7 5  X: . 0 36 8 7 7 ) A c i d  2- . Z S* . 00 5 5 4 7  H ) ;: W 3 
W 2 / TI]* X: 2 %~12 A= ( 2 . :# .0 40 5 3 i:W 7 - 1 . 5 ::=. 0 0 4 7 8 8 ) 1:W 3 I * 2 
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~ 3 =  (BP::D~+CP*II~ ) / 3 .  
HTSDEV:  - D 4 1 K * (  ( ( ( D 4 / 4 . ' : R [ l K + i ) 3 / 3 , ) * R ( I K + r ~ 2 / 2 . ) : ~ R O K  
1 +I31 ) * R O K  
2 + T O * (  ( ( ( ( ( F h ~ R ~ J K + F 5 ) ~ ~ P . O K + F 4 ) : ~ : R O K c F 3 ) ~ ~ R l I K  
3 + F 2 ) A ' R D K + F 1  ):::ROK) 
/t+ALnG ( R f l K S D 4  1 R %  TD ) ) / 4  1.2 9 2  3 3  
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C l)M MI-lI\I / F I X 6 0 / 1.1 0: 1 F 7 I T F K S 
C OM M f l N  / H !J 0 XC K / H W I) 7 H '..I X T H ' J  C V G I. 
C.OMMOI\I/ P T  D /  P , T , D I? nK D E L  T A  , XV 9 L  
COMMON/  P V S  / P P 7 H T  9 C T T L3 P 
C OMH O N  / bin R K S / bIK S 7 I4 1 T I.1 Z 
C OMP1OK / K flNS / T C  R I T , PC R I T , ROC R I 1 , T I lL  
n n u H L F  P R f C  I S I ON TCR I T , P C R I  T,KTlCR I T ,  TTIL, D 4 1 R  
I)= H I  n F N S  ( T 2  P 2  ) 
H T E R P Y =  H T S [ ) E V ( T 2 T R l l K ,  P Z ) + H T S I D G (  T ? )  
Y F- T U R N  
F N D  
H!W C I IM I) 
132 C P 7 H 7 L) 1 
W 3 T W4 
03 T D 4  T E X P F 
114 1 R 
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F U R  P A R A  OR N O R M A L  H Y D R O G E N  I N  R E G I I l N  A B U V E  400 U E G  K 
F U I \ I C T I O N  H T T O F S  ( S 5 ,  P 5 )  
COE?MnN/ P T D /  P, T, 0, RUK,  D E L T A ,  X V A L  
T = 4 0 0 .  
no 7 7  I = l , l O  
S = H T E R P Y ( T , P 5 1  
C V G L = H T C P I G ( T ) - . 9 8 5 4 - 1 . ~ ~ 6 4 6 / ~ 2 . 0 ~ 2 * ~ T F I 3 2 ( T , R O K )  
I)= ( C V G L + T = ( H T I ~ P D T ( T ) / R C ~ K ) * * ~ / ~ P / ~ ~ . O ~ ~ ~ * ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) / T  
I X I L T 4 =  ( S - S 5  / D 
T = T - D E L T A  
I F ( A 3 S ( D E L T 4 ) - . 0 1 )  2 , 2 9 7 7  
C O N T I N I J E  
H T T U F S = T  
R E T U R N  
E N 0 
COMMON/PVS/PP,HT,CT,HP,CP,H,Dl,O2,D3,D4,FXPF 
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S I R F T C  H T D P D T  D E C K  
C D E R I V A T I V E  D P D T  F O R  H I G H  T E M P E R A T I J R E  R E G I O N  F U M C T I O I V S  
F l l N C T  I O N  H T D P i J T  ( T D )  
C 01.1 14ON / F I X E D / M I1 D E , I T F R S 
COMMON / R W I) XC K / li I4 I3 
C I1 ,M Hl. l i \ l /  P T I3 / P , T , I ) ,  R n K  
C I! CII'IIIIJ / bll) R K S / WK S , W 1 , 14 7 , W 3 , Id4  , S 
DI' I IHLC- 
R P = 
H '4 X H I4 C VG L H W C I I N  D 
I1 E L T A , X V A L 
c l - i i y ~ ~ ~ i i  IN/~v s P P , E .r , c T , H P c P , H , 1 , D 2 , n3,1)4, F x P F 
C Ili.IYI)M/K O N 5  / T C  R I T , P C  9 I T , R U C K  I T T O L  04 1 R 
P R E C I S  I I I N  TCR I T, P C R  I T, R O C 4  I T, TOL,  r J 4 1 R  
1 . / T D:::\d4:k ( ( 1 .2 5 * . 2 7 O(14Z:N 2 + .7 50.0 36  f17 7 ) * W  2 
1 - .2 5". 0 0  5 5 4 7  a ;:I.) 3 
C P = 1 . / T I)**Z :kl42* ( 2.96. 040 5 3%12 -1 .5*. 0047 R 8 ] :k I4 3**2 
t i T [ ) P D T =  D 4 1 R ~ ~ R ~ 1 K : ~ ~ R I ' I K - " ; T D : : ( ~ P + C P ~ : R f l K ) + l .  ) * E X P F  
R E T  IJRhI 
E N  1 





D E N S I T Y  F l l N C T I U N  G I V E N  T F M P E R A T l l R E  AND PRF.SSURE I N  C.G.S. U N I T S  
FOR H I G H  T E M P E R A T I I R E  P A R A  f l R  N I I R M A L  H Y D R O G E N  
F l I N C T I ( 1 N  H T D E N S ( T 1 , P l  1 
C i l M M O N / F I X E I ) / I O D E ,  I T F R S  
C O'IM WUY / P T D / P , T , D , R OK 
COI4MON / I-' V S / P P 8 T C T H P C P H D 1 112 D 3 04 E X P F 
C 0PYL)N / IJORK S / WK S , 14 1 7 LI 2 
C OM WON / K 9N.7 / T C  R I T , P C  R I T RI IC  R I T , TO L , D 4  1 R 
I) lJU H L E PR EC I 5 I ON 
I I O U H L E  P R E C I S I O N  TCRIT,PCRIT,ROCKIT,TOL7D41R 
c wi F i i m  R ' ~ J  I) xc  K H w D , H 1.i x , B w c v G L , R w c ( 1  I\' I )  
I) E L  T A , X V A L 
W 3 W 4 , S 
H W n 3b! X 7 I3bi C V G  L HW C ON D 
r141 R =  8 2 . 0 8 2  2 .o 1 5 7 2  
R O K =  P l / T l / D 4 1 R  
W2=1 . /T~* ; : I  ( 1 . / 2 .  ) 
W4= W2:::*(1./2.) 
W3= 1000./ . 089888  
R T =  N 4 * (  . 0055478+W2:~ ( - .22004"112- .036877)  l *W3 
C T =  1 . /T l : k !42*  ( - . 04053 :kW2+.0047R i (O)  :kW3**2 
DO 1 I = l , l O  
E X P F =  E X P (  ( C T : k R f l K + P * T ) * R D K )  
P =  D 4 1  R * T  1 * R O K * E  X P F  
P P =  0 4 1 R ~ ; T l : k E X P F * ( R O K * ( H T + ~ . * C T : : R O K ) + l .  1 
D E L T A =  ( P - P l I / P P  
? O K =  R O K - D E L T A  
I F ~ A B S ~ D E L T A ) - . 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 5 )  70,70,1 
C O N  T I hllJ E 
D = K O K  
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I I? 
H T D E N S =  D 
BWD= D 
BWX= 2. 
R E T U R N  
END 
S I R F T C  H T F D 2  D E C K  
C S E C O N D  D E R I V A T I V E  F U N C T I O N  FOR S P E C I F I C  H E A T  C A L C U L A T I O N  
F U l d C T I l l N  H T F r J 2  ( T Y t R 9 )  
C Oi4l4l)N / I; I X E D  / NODE T I T F R S  
C 0 1.1 ,AON / H W D X C K / B W D t B Id X t B W C V G L T H WC 0 lu D 
C[ lMb ID I \ l /PTD/P  t T  t D T R O K  t D E L T A  T X V A L  
C O h I 4 O M /  ? \ I S /  P P T B T 7 C T T f l P  T C P T H T D 1  T O2 T D 3  t D 4  t E X r ' F  
C nMPl c)N / WORKS / WK S 7 'A 1 T 1.1 2 t W 3 t W4 t S 
C C)I"MDN/ K O N S  / T C  R I T 7 PC R I T 7 ROC R I T 7 T O L  t D 4  1 R 
D O l J B L E  
B P P = 
C P P = 
A()= 2.::t;P+T9:>BPP 
A 1 = 
A ? =  2.:::T9Z:Hp:::Cp 
A 3 =  T9:kCPQ:k2 
G 1 =  A 0  
G 2 =  ( A O " : D l + A 1 ) / 2 .  
G 3 =  ( A O Q l l 2 + A l ~ ~ l ) l + A z  ) / 3 .  
G 4 =  ( A O Q 1 ) 3 + A l : : ' D 2 + A Z Q l ~ l + A 3  ) / 4 .  
G 5 =  ( A O ~ ~ D 4 + A l t ' ) 3 + A 2 ' ~ l ~ 2 + A 3 : * 0 1 )  / 5 .  
Gh= ( . ~ l : s U 4 + A Z " D 3 + A 3 % ~ 1 ) 2  ) / 6 .  
G 7 =  ( A 2 + D 4 + A 3 * U 3  / 7 .  
G R =  ( A 3 * 3 4 ) / 8 .  
H.TFI)Z= 8 2 . 0 R 2 / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2 * T 9 : : (  ( (  ( ( (  ( ( G 8 + R 9 + G 7 ) h 5 R 9 + G 6 )  
R E 1- U R 14 
END 
P R E C I S  I U N  T C R  I T t PCR I T T  R O C R I T  T T O L  7 D 4 1 R  
1 . / 1 6. / T Y / T 9:::W4* ( ( -4 5. :+. 2 2 004 Q W 2 
1. / T 9 Zc * 3 Q ( -6. ?;. 04 0 5 3 Z: W 2 + 3.7 5 Q . 0 0 47 8 8 ) %' W 2 * W 3Q W 3 1 - 2  1 . C . 0 36 87 7 ) ;::id 2 + 5. *. DO 5 5 4  7 8 ) * W 3 
R P : <: 2 + 2 . f C P + T 9 1:C P P 
1 ::R9+G 5 ) QRY + G 4  tfi Y +G 3 " iR9+G 2 :: P 9 + G  1 1 ?sR 9 ) 
S I B F T C  H T T O I - H  D E C K  
C T E M P E R A T U R E  A S  A F I J N C T I O N  O F  E Y T H A L P Y  AhID P R E S S U R E  F O R  
C P A R A  OR N O R M A L  H Y D R O G E N  AiJ,OVE 400 D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  
F I I N C  T I 13N IHTTOFH ( H 5  P 5 
C I J P I P ~ O N / P T D / P  T T T D T R L ) K ~ D E L T A ,  X V A L  
C ~ ~ ~ ; P I O ~ I / P ' / S / P P ~ H T T C T , R P ~ C P T H ~ D ~  ~ U Z ~ D ~ ~ D ~ T E X V F  
T =  400. 
nu 7 7  I =  i T i o  
H = H  T E N H Y  ( T T P 5 
?WCVGL= H T C P I G  ( T  ) - . 9 8 5 4 - 1 . 9 8 h 4 6 / f l ? . O q 2 ~ - t l T F I ) Z  ( T T R O K )  
I > E L T A =  ( H - H 5  
T =  T - D E L T A  
I F ( A H S ( I ) E I _ T A  
77 C O N T I N U E  
R F T U R N  
END 
S I H F T C  H T C P G L  D E L  
C S P k C I F I C  H 
2 H T T O F H =  T 
A T  OF N O R M A L  OR P A R A  H Y D R O G E N  A S  F l J N C T I O N  
C LIF T E r 4 P E R A T U K E  ANI? P R E S S U R E  I N  C.G.S. U N I T S  A H O V E  400 D E G  K 
F I I N C T I L l b !  H T C P G L  ( T - / ~ T P ~ )  
C I ~ N f ~ l l l N  / F I X E 17 / MOD E 
C OMI4fIN / H \.: D X C  K / fl W I) T B W X T 8 t lC VG L T R W C ON I) 
C EilM MON / P T D/ P , T 7 0,  R OK t D E L T A  t XI/ A L 
I T ER S 
c o 1.1 M ION R 14 s O N  v B IK n 
40 
C O M M ~ ~ N / P V S / P P , H T I C T T H P T ~ P , H I D ~ , D ~ T D ~ T ~ ~ T E X P F  
C OHEI IJV / !JO R K  S / W K S T W 1 7 !.! 2 7 W 3 T W4 T S 
C OHM O N  / K ON S / T C R I T 
I)OII ti L E PR EC I S I O N  
r )O IJBLE P R E C  I S  I O N  
D =  H T D E N S ( T 4 , P ' t )  
R!JCVGL= H T C P I G ( T 4 ) - . 9 R 5 4 - 1 . 9 R 6 4 6 / 8 2 . O A 2 * H T F I 1 2 ( T 4 , R O K )  
H T C P G L =  S W C V G L + T 4 * (  t i T D P D T ( T 4 ) / R f l K ) : : 9 2  
RWCO = S O R T (  P P  9+ H T C P G L / R W C V G L  :: 5 0 2 6 7 3 . 9 8 *  2 .01572)  
R E T ( J R N  
F N D  
FIJNC T I O N  H T  T El4 P ( D I N P 2 0  ) 
P C  R I T T ROC ? I T T T O L  9 D 4  1 R 
om H L E P R EC I s I ON B wc D 
€5 W D t BW X T RWCVGL T 6 WCOND 
T C R  I T I  P C R I  T I  ROCR I TI T O L T  L l 4 1 R  
1 / P P /  82.0 R;! Xc 1.9 R 64h  
S I H F T C  H T T M P  OECK 
CI IMI .1ON/f lWDXCK/Rl~ l IT) r  HWXI HWCVGL BWCOND 
D D U H L E  P R E C I S  I O N  BWDIBWXTBWCVGL BWCDND 
C [lF*f'lI3N/ P V  S / P P 7 8 T 9 c T 9 H P T c P 7 H T 1) 1 9 I12 9 D 3  7 D 4  E X  PF 
C ftMILION / P T D / P , T , I>, KOK 11 F L T A , X V b L 
P OK=[) I N 
T=L.OO. 
X V A L = 2 .  
130 6 7  I z l T 1 o  
D E L T A  = - ( P 2 0  - H T P R F S ( T T K O K ) )  
T = T  - I I E L T A  
I F  ( h H S ( D E L T A )  - - 0 0 0 3  ) 7 7 9 7 7 ~ 6 7  
D E L T A  = D E L T A  / H T D P I ) T ( T )  
6 7  C ) N I I N I J E  
G O  T O  7 7  
7 7  H T T E M P  = T 
R H I ) = D I N  
8Wx= X V 4 L  
R E T U R N  
E I\: 0 
F U N C T I O N  H T P R E S ( T I T D O )  
B I H F T C  I i T P K S  O E C K  
r :UMldUN/PTD/P  9 T T 0 9  ROK 7 D E L T A ?  X V A L  
C Ob~.1yllrY / P V S / P P 7 B T  7 C T 9 €3 P 7 C P I H 9 D 1 7 D2 7 0 3  D 4  7 E X P F 
L141R: F 2 . 0 8 2 / 2 . 0 1 5 7 2  
I.I2=S!.)RT ( 1 . / T 1  1 
'51 4 = 5 0 R T ( I.! 2 1 
Y 3 = 1 0 0 0 . / . 0 8 9 A H 8  
H T = W 4 * (  . 0 0 5 5 4 7 8  + W ?  * ( - . 22004* :W2 - . 0 3 6 8 7 7  ) * W 3  
C T =  l . / T l * ~ J 2 * ( - . 0 4 0 5 3 : : W 2  + . 0 0 4 7 8 8  ) * l d 3 * * 2  
P. K = or )  
E X P F =  E X P ( ( C T : : R O K  + Y T )  * R O K )  
I I T P H E S =  D 4 1 R  :: T 1  *- R I I K  * E X P F  
R E  T I  I R N  
E N D  
S I H F T C  B T  D E C K  
C F I J N C T I O N  S O B R O U T I N E  R E Q U I R E S  FOR H R I T I S H  T H E R M A L  U N I T S  
c P A R 4  OR kIORP14L C O M P O S I T I O N  A L L  P K O P E R T I E S  N = 1 - 2 2  P A R A  
C 4Ni) N =  2 0 1  - 2 2 2  NOR:* IAL HYDROGEN. P R E S S U R E S  P S !  A N 0  
C T t 4 P E K A T U R E S  D E G R E E S  R A N K I N  
FONCT I O N  H T  ( N T P 1 t P?. ) 
C Clbl >ii3V / F I X E D  / M QOE , I T E R S 
C !It 1M ON / B IJ S I1 N V  / R WC 0 
C n M l ~ O l \ l /  B T D XC K / B T 0 7 H T X t B T C V G L  9 H TC I 1 N 0 9 H T C  0 
C OFI'.I O N  / R kl D X C  K / B W I> 
OI l ! JBLE P R E C I S  I I I N  BTD,BTX,BTCVGL,RTCOI\ ID,HTCO 
i? IJ X 9 R W C VG L 7 B W C ON D 
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DUUB L E 
D!lUKLE P 9 E C I S I D N  BWCU 
MODE = N / 1 0 0  
T400= 400.*1.8 
M =  N - 100t-MODE 
BT= P 1  + P2 
I F  (I \ ITAG(HT) .NE.O) GO TO 3 3 3  
HI.ID=BTD / 62.427 
GOTU ~ 1 ~ Z ~ 3 ~ 4 ~ 5 r b ~ 7 ~ 8 ~ 9 ~ 1 0 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 2 ~ 1 3 ~ 1 4 ~ 1 5 ~ 1 b ~ 1 7 ~ 1 8 ~ 1 9 ~ 2 0 ~ 2 1 ~ 2 2 ~ ~ M  
PR EC I 5 I ON BW D 9 BW X 7 B14C'JGL 7 BWC OND 
3 3 3  BTD= RT 
HTX= RT 




3 3 4  I F  (M.NE.7) GO TO 3 3 5  
3 3 5  RETlJRN 
Ei T CON D =B T 
1 IF(P l .GT.T400)  GO TO 101  
RT= 62.427 Q BWOENS ( P l / 1 . 8 1  P2/1&.696) 
G O  TO 7 7  
GO 1 0  7 7  
101 ST= 62.427 * HTIIENS (P l /1 .8 ,P2/1&.696)  
2 I F  (Pl .GT.TL00) GCJ TU 1 0 2  
P T z  1.79882 X: HWENHY(Pl/1.8r P 2 / 1 4 . 6 9 6 )  
G O  TO 7 7  
G I 1  TO 7 7  
1 0 2  H T =  1.79882 * HTENHY (Pl/1.8, P 2 / 1 4 . 6 9 6 )  
3 I F  (P l .FT.T400)  GO 1.0 103 
PT= ,999R3 :k BWERPY (P1/1.8,  P 2 / 1 4 . 6 9 6 )  
GO TU 7 7  
103 RT= .999R3 2: 
GO T(1 7 7  
4 H= 1.79882 * 
I F  (P1.GT.H) 
RT= 1.8 t- BW 
G O  T O  7 7  
104 RT= 1.8 4: HT 
G O  TI7 7 7  
IHTERPY ( P l / 1 . 8 1  P2/14 .696)  
RWENHY ( 4 0 0 .  9 P2 /14 .b96)  
UFH (P1/1 .79882,  P2/14 .696)  
UFH (P1/1 .79882,  P2/14 .696)  
G O  TO 1 0 4  
5 S =  .99983 t- HWERPY(400.,PZ/ l4.h96) 
IF  (PI.C-T.S) GU ' io 105 
HT= 1.8 X: NMTOFS(Pl/ .99983, P2/14 .696 ) 
G I )  TO 7 7  
GO TO 7 7  
1 0 5  HT= 1.8 X: HTTOFS (P1/ .99983,P3/ l ' r .696)  
h I F  (Pl .GT.T400) GO TD 1 0 6  
t iT= .99983 1 HWCPGL ( P l / 1 . 8 ,  P2/14 .696)  
R T C VG L = R WC V G L * .999 8 3 
PTCO= e\dCO / 7.54/12. 
G U  TO 7 7  
R T C VG L = H WC VG L * .9 9 9 R 3 
HTCO= R l J C O  / 2.54/12. 
G O  TU 7 7  
FTCIIPID= BWCOND :% .Oh7163 
GO 10 7 7  
8 IF(P l .GT.T40O)GU TO 1 0 8  
1 0 6  HT= .99983 4' HTCPJL ( P l / l . S t  P 2 / 1 4 . 6 9 6 )  
7 H T =  1./14.882 ;' t 3 W V I S C  ( P l / l . 8 ,  P 2 / 1 4 . 6 9 6 )  
HTz14.696 * ~ W P R E S ( P l / l . R , P 2 / h 2 . 4 2 7 )  
GD T O  7 7  
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1 0 4  t ) T = 1 4 . 6 9 6  * H T P R E S ( P l / l . A ,  P 2 / 6 2 - 4 2 7 )  
G O  TO 7 7  
I F  ( P 2 / 1 4 . 6 9 6  .GT. P I  GO TO 109 
GO TO 7 7  
G O  TO 7 7  
9 P = H W ~ K E S ( T 4 0 0 , P l / 6 2 r 4 2 7 )  
P T =  1.8 * R W T E M P ( P l / h 2 . 4 2 7 r P 2 / 1 4 . 6 9 6 )  
109 t \ T = 1 . 8  * H T T E M P  ( P l / 6 2 . " 2 7 r  P 2 / 1 4 . 6 9 6 )  
i o  H r =  1 4 . 6 9 6  * H W P S A T  (~i/i.~) 
r;o T O  7 7  
11 H T =  1.8 '* B W T S A T  ( P 1 / 1 4 . 6 9 6 )  
1 2  B T =  6 2 . 4 2 7  * 2 . 0 1 5 7 2  ': R O K S L  ( P l / l . B I  
13 H T =  6 2 . 4 2 7  *: BWROSV ( P l / 1 . 8 )  
14 I F  ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO TO 114 
G O  TO 7 7  
GO T O  7 7  
G O  T O  7 7  
R T =  . 9 9 9 8 3  * H W C P I G  ( P l / l . 8 )  
114 R T =  . 9 9 9 8 3  * H T C P I G  ( P l / 1 . 8 )  
GO i r i  7 7  
GO T O  7 7  
1 5  P S A T  = B W P S A T  ( P 1  / 1 . 8 )  + .001 
H T =  . ? 9 9 8 3  f BWCPGL ( P l  / 1.8,  P S A T I  
GO T f l  7 7  
1 6  PSA1.z B W P S A T  ( P l / l . R )  -.001 
f i T =  . 9 9 9 Y 3  1 BWCPGL ( P 1  / 1 - 8 7  PSb.1.) 
H T C V GI- = 
GO T O  7 7  
h T =  1 . 7 9 8 8 2  * B W H I D G  ( P l / l . 8 )  
GO 1-0 7 7  
1 1 7  B T =  1 . 7 9 8 8 2  f H T H I D G  ( P l / l . 8 )  
GO -In 7 7  
G [ I  -1 0 7 7  
H T =  1 . 7 9 R 8 2  >:I BWHSV ( P S A T )  
(;I1 T O  7 7  
H T =  . 9 9 9 8 3  ;: H W S I D G  ( P 1  / 1.8)  
G O  TLl  7 7  
GO 10 7 7  
G O  10 7 7  
Y T =  . 9 9 9 8 3  * BkJSSV ( P S A T )  
H T X =  BWX 
R E T U R N  
E N 0 
H C V GL '?. 9 9 Y 8 3 
17 I F  ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO TO 117 
1 R  B T =  1 . 7 9 R 8 2  * R W H S T L  ( P 1  / 1 . R )  
19 P S A T  = RWPSAT ( P 1  / 1 . 8 )  + .001 
2 0  I F  ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO Tn 1 2 0  
1 2 0  H T =  . 9 9 9 8 3  *: H T S I D G  ( P l / 1 . 8 )  
2 1  H T =  . 9 9 9 8 3  * H W S S T L  ( P l / 1 . 8 )  
2 2  P S A T  = B W P S A T  ( P 1  / 1 . 8 )  
7 7  B T D =  BWD * 6 2 . 4 2 7  
S I R F T C  R I  D E C K  
C R I  F U N C T I O N  U S E D  F O K  S Y S T E M  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  U N I T S  
C PARA OR N O R M A L  C O M P O S I T I O N  A L L  P K O P E R T I E S  N = l  - 2 2  P A R A  
C Ah!D N = % 0 1  - 2 2 2  N O R M A L  HYDROGEN.  P R E S S U R E S  NEI .JTON/SO M E T E R  
C AND T E M P E R A T U R E S  D E G R E E S  K E L V I N  
F I J N C T I O N  B I  ( N 7 1 ' 1 9 P 2 )  
C OMMON / F I X E D / MOD E I T E R S 
C [ IMH(IN / H W S ONV / B WC 0 
c nr, rmv/ R I D X C  K / R I D T R I x , B I c V G L  , B I C!IND B I co 
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I 
C i3tb\NON / 13 W UXC K / B W D B \.I X , B WC V G L  , B W C f l N O  
I ) f l U B L F  P R E C I S I O N  B 1 1 ) ; B I X r  H I C V G L ,  H I C O N D I H I C O  
DI l l JB  L E 
D I ) U H L E  P R E C I S I O N  BWCO 
14ODE = N / 100 
T 4 0 0  = 400. . 
M = N - 1 0 0 * M U O E  
H I  = P 1  + P 2  
I F  ( N T A G ( B 1 )  .NE. 0 )  GO TO 333 
HkIO = H I D  / 1000. 
P 2 EC I S I ON B W I) 7 HW X 7 B K C V  G L  T BWCUNI) 
GO T(1 ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ 3 t 4 ~ 5 ~ 6 ~ 7 ~ R ~ 9 t 1 0 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 2 ~ 1 3 ~ 1 4 ~ 1 5 ~ 1 6 ~ 1 7 ~ 1 8 ~ 1 9 ~ 2 0 ~ 2 1 ~ 2 2 ~ ~ M  
3 3 3  B I D  = E 1  
B I X  = H I  
I F  ( M . P I E . 6 )  GO T U  3 3 4  
E I C V G L  = 5 1  
k3ICO = B I  
R t T U R N  
B I C O I \ I D  = B I  
3 3 4  I F  (M.NE.7 )  GO TO 3 3 5  
3 3 5  R E T U R N  
1 I k  ( I J l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO TO 101 
H I  = 1000. * BWCIENS ( P l T P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
GO T I1  77 
101 H I  = 1000. * H T 1 ) E N S  ( P l r P 2 / 1 0 1 3 % 5 . )  
GIJ  19  77 
H I  = 4184. * H W E N H Y ( P l t P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
1 0 2  R I  = 4 1 8 4 .  * H l E N H Y ( P l i P Z / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
2 I F _  ( P l . . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO T I )  1 0 2  
SO T O  77 
GO T [ )  7 7  
3 I k  ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO T U  103 
H I  = 4184. * BWERPY ( P l r P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
G O  T O  77  
103 H I  = 4184. * H T E R P Y  ( P l , P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
r7n T O  7 7  
4 H = 4184. * RWFI \ lHY(400 . rP2 /101325 . )  
I F  ( P 1 . G T . H )  GO TO 104 
R I  = B I J T I I F H  ( P L / 4 1 8 4 . ,  P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
GO T U  7 7  
GO TO 7 7  
It. (P1 .GT.S)  GI1 TU 105 
104 B I = H1 T U F H  ( P 1 / 4 1 8 4 . ,  P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
5 S = 4184. * H N E R P Y  ( 4 O O . , P 2 / 1 0 1 3 7 5 . )  
Y I  = B * ~ l O F S ( P 1 / 4 1 8 4 . ~ P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 ~ )  
GLI 'ro 7 7  
GO 1-0 77'  
105 B I  = H T T f I F S ( P 1 / 4 1 8 4 ~ , P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 ~ )  
6 I F  ( P l . G T . T 4 0 3 )  Gfl TO 1 0 6  
H I  =. 4184. Xc HWCPGL ( P l r P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
B I C V G L  = YWCVGL 4184. 
R I G 0  = HWCO / 100. 
GO T O  7 7  
R I C V G L  = RWCVGL * 41Y4. 
BICO = HWCO / 100. 
GO TO 77  
H I C O N D  = H W C U N D  * 418.4 
GO TO 77 
R I F  ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  G O  TO 108 
106 F41 = 4184. * H T C P G L  ( P l r P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . 1  
7 9 1  = -1 * H W V I S C  ( P l r P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
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131 = 1 0 1 3 2 5 .  * B W P R E S ( P l r P 2 / 1 0 0 0 . )  
G O  T O  77 
G O  T O  7 7  
I F  ( P 2 / 1 . 0 1 3 2 5 . . G T . P )  GO TO 109 
H I  = I \ U l E M P  ( P l / l O O O . , P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
GTJ T O  77 
G O  T O  7 7  
10 S I  = 1 0 1 3 2 5 .  * B W P S A T ( P 1 )  
GO T O  77  
11 R I  = B W T S A T ( P 1 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
GO T O  77 
1 2  R I  = 1000. * 2 . 0 1 5 7 2  * R O K S L ( P 1 )  
GO TTI 7 7  
13  R I  = 1000. H W R O S V ( P 1 )  
GO T O  7 7  
1 4  I F  ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO TU 114 
R I  = 4 1 R 4 . : % H W C P I G  ( P l )  
GU .in 7 7  
G O  T O  7 7  
R I  = 4 1 8 4 .  f H W C P G L ( P 1 , P S A T )  
H I C V G L =  4 1 H 4 . *  B W C V G L  
G f 1  T O  7 7  
16 P S A T  = B W P S A T  ( P 1 ) -  .001 
B I  = 4184. f H W C P G L ( P 1 , P S A T )  
H I C V G L  = 4 1 @ 4 . * B W C V G L  
GO T O  77  
1 7  I F  ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO T O  117 
I31 = 4184.” R l d H I D G ( P 1 )  
GO T O  7 7  
GO T O  7 7  
GO T O  7 7  
B I  = 4 1 8 4 . i t  B W H S V ( P S A T )  
GO T d  7 7  
2 0  I F  ( P l . G T . T 4 0 0 )  GO Ti) 120  
6 1  = 4 1 H 4 . a  H W S I D G I P l )  
GO T O  7 7  
GO T O  7 7  
GO T O  7 7  
B I  = 4 1 R 4 . a  B W S S V ( P S A T 1  
B I X  = B W X  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
FUhICT I O N  N T A G  ( HWS I 
N T A G = O  
R E T U R N  
E N 0  
1 0 8  B I  = 101325.:: H T P R E S ( P l , P 2 / 1 0 0 0 . )  
9 P = B W P R E S ( T 4 0 0 , P 1 / 1 0 0 0 . )  
109 B I  = H T T E M P ( P l / l O O O . ~ P 2 / 1 0 1 3 2 5 . )  
114 HI = 4 1 8 4 .  f H T C P I G ( P 1 )  
1 5  P S A T  = H W P S A T  ( P 1 )  + .001 
117 R I  = 4184. f H T H I D G ( P 1 )  
1 8  81  = 4 1 R 4 .  * B W H S T L ( P 1 )  
19 P S A T  = R W P S A T  ( P 1 )  + .001 
1 2 0  B I  = 4184. * H T S I O G ( P 1 )  
2 1  B I  = 4 1 8 4 . n  B W S S T L ( P 1 )  
2 2  P S A T  = B W P S A T  ( P 1 )  
7 7  R I D  = RWD 3 1000. 




DERIVATIONS OF THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 
Eq ua t io n s 
In calculating thermodynamic functions such as enthalpy H and entropy S, o r  spe- 
cific heats Cv or C 
tabular interpolation or  curve-fitting each function in two dimensions, but ra ther  t o  relate 
these functions to the equation of state. To do this  requires only that the equation of state 
be differentiable and integrable in the domain of interest. 
tions can be performed in closed form, the amount of necessary calculation may be 
greatly reduced. The following derivations demonstrate how to  relate H and S to the 
equation of state. 
other parameters. 
mally written as 
at either constant volume or pressure,  it is desirable to avoid 
P' 
Furthermore, if these opera- 
In general, any state parameter is determined from the specification of any two 
Therefore, if S is expressed as S(p,T), entropy can then be for- 
From Maxwell's equation, 
and 
Hence, 
1 ap dS = 
dT - pz (z)p 
From the second law of thermodynamics, dH = T dS + (dP/p). Setting dP/p equal ,  
t o  d(P/p) + P/p2 dp yields 
46 
Note that along an isotherm the difference between the enthalpy or entropy, H and S, 
Since it is desirable, as the limit po -c 0, that the properties of the rea l  gas merge 
with those of the ideal gas and since calculating procedures demand that this be true, it 
is justifiable to use the following relation: 
at density p, and the values of H, and So at an arbitrary p, is 
and 
+)] 2 aT dp 
p T 
To avoid the difficulties inherent in integrating through the vapor dome, the problem 
can be subdivided into finding appropriate values of po and corresponding expressions 
for H and S in the vapor region and in the compressed liquid region. 
In the vapor region, the problem may be simplified further by calculating 
P, T P7T 
($ - Hp, id and (sp - sp,id)T. 
Since I? is equal to pRT for an ideal gas, 
(Hp, id - Hp7 ’ T  id) = RT - RT + 
0 
47 
lim (H - Hid) - P(T7p) - RT + J p  [; - (E)] dp 
2 aT 
T 
Po-O P 7 T  P 
If Hid is then expressed as a function of temperature only and, in the usual manner, 
,T 
is set equal to Hid(To) + (T)dT, the following expression is obtained for H 
vapor region: 




T O  
The ideal gas entropy deviation at constant temperature is 
or 
in the 
- -  
P7 id 
(S - s  ) p p ,  id - “ p ,  0 - ‘ p ,  0, id 
In the limit as density approaches zero, one can arbitrari ly set  
lim(S - 






Ip, ($T dp = R In 
id P, id 
where Pid = P/RT. Hence, 
C (T)/T(T) dT - R In P where 
5 2 
If Sid is then expressed as equal to Sid(To) + 
Sid(To) is the ideal gas entropy at 1 atmosphere ( 1 . 0 1 3 2 5 ~ 1 0  N/m ); ST7 
LT 
0 
in the vapor 
region is given by the expression 
dT - R ln-  + 
Z 
‘T,p = S. id (T o ) + 
In the compressed liquid region, the calculation of enthalpy and entropy can be simplified 
by letting po be equal t o  the saturated liquid density for the given temperature. With 




To calculate HpSat and Spsat use can be made of the following properties: 
Since the saturation pressure  is not a function of density variation in the interval under 





From these arguments, it is evident that 
S (T) - S (T)=- dPsat 
dT SI! sv  
Since both HsV(T) and Ssv(T) can be calculated as deviations from ideal gas conditions, 
the calculation of Hsz(T) and Ssz(T) would be relatively straightforward. 
specific heat of the saturated liquid Csz(T). 
been calculated and can be expressed as a function of temperature. Since this function is 
integrable in closed form, the change in entropy along the saturated liquid line may be ex- 
pressed as 
The calculations of Hsz(T) and Ssz(T) can be simplified further by considering the 
For parahydrogen this specific heat has 
where SsL(To) is the entropy of the saturated liquid at temperature To. Since from the 
second law of thermodynamics, 
d P  dH = T dS + - 
P 
Hsz(T) = LT CsI!(T)dT + Hsz(To) + 
0 
where Hsz(To) is the enthalpy of the saturated liquid at dP/p may be 
calculated from the saturation boundary equations. 
5 1  
Transport Propert ies 
low densities. 
“excess function. I t  This  function is defined as the isothermal increase in viscosity or 
thermal conductivity from the low density limit to the r ea l  gas density. These correla- 
tions a r e  based on the hypothesis that the excess function should only be a function of den- 
sity.  However, recent studies (ref. 6) have shown that, at least for viscosity, this as- 
sumption is not valid for high densities (i. e. , densities twice critical). A correlation for 
excess viscosity for both temperature and density effects has been developed by Diller 
(ref. 6). The correlation is used to calculate real  gas viscosities in this report. It is 
conjectured that further studies will show a similar temperature dependence for thermal 
conductivity. However, in the absence of available data, the excess thermal conductivity 
is at present calculated only as a function of density. 
plus an excess function, as shown in the following equations: 
Graphical correlations (refs. 9 and 10) have also been developed to represent an 
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Figure 1. - Region-f inding diagrams for pressure-temperature-density i n p u t  combinations. 
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.. 
Equation -of-state Temperature, 




Figure 2. - Cr i t i ca l  region represented by approximate isotherms used to give positive 
der ivat ion (dashed lines). 
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Figure 4. - Density of parahydrogen (computer plot). 
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Figure 6. - Thermal conductivi ty of parahydrogen (computer plot). 
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Figure 7. - Enthalpy of parahydrogen (computer plot). 
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“The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall be 
conducted so 11s to contribute . . . to the expansion of human Knowl- 
edge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space. The Admihistration 
shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination 
of information concerning its activities and the results thereof .” 
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